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R. Haney
Fakenham Road, Taverham, Norfolk

To

be invited to accept the Presidency of such an ancient and august body such as
all., there are no more than ten such occasions per
decade. It was the highest of honours to which I could ever aspire and that only in
flights of fancy after at least another half century of Mammal Reports and that
assuming my main contributors of articles actually sent their copy in!

this is a rare privilege. After

A privilege, an honour and a further opportunity to contribute to this Society
which has made such an important contribution to my own life. It’s never too late to
start again and I came in at a period when the course of my life was changing. I and
we must be interchangeable because Barbara and I are two parts of the same team.
I’m the one who makes the more noise. Then at the time of our family grief, the
comradeship and quiet support we found here linked with the absorbing study of
nature we share with you our friends, did much to rebuild our lives.
Moreover, the Society gave us the framework inside which we could develop as
naturalists and I believe as people. One of the privileges of this office is the ability to
publicly acknowledge our debt and to express our deepest thanks. Now I know this
kind of departure from the cold analytical line, speaking from the heart rather than
the head, can cause embarrassment in such scientific circles. But Natural History
has always been as much a feeling as a mental exercise to me. The joy of observa-

—

of new discoveries
at least new to
been the inspiration, justification and reward.
tion, the thrill

me

— the leap of the spirit has

So if I address you in this way, I am merely expressing my true self. In so doing
pay the Society its proper respect and due. The Presidential Address is in itself a
strange occasion. The speaker at a normal meeting has been invited to talk to us on a
specific and well-defined topic with the degree of expertise you would expect from a
specialist. Many presidential fall into this category. But you may decide to choose
the person not the subject. In so doing you give your chosen one a unique opportunity inside these circles to say more or less what he pleases outside treason and
blasphemy. Hence this preamble.
I

But on the other hand, it’s quite an awesome experience for the speaker. The
most difficult audience of all to face in my experience is the one made up of friends
and colleagues. As you know I’m usually quite happy to talk to groups large or small
entirely off the cuff. But tonight I need a script. So the occasion must be a very
special one indeed. Now we come to the subject of my talk. Perhaps I should speak
as Editor of the Mammal Report. On the mammals of Norfolk. I did that once
before. I’ve made a special study of Plant Galls. I hope you didn’t miss that one.
Outside the Society I’m best known as someone who encourages others to go outside to look, to discover for themselves those miracles of life going on all round and
so often unnoticed. Even being destroyed by uncaring hands.

Looking back
dream.

How

to

my own

We

childhood

is

almost like remembering a world of

Waveney Valley with

its river, woods,
hedges and marshes all close at hand. A sample box of mixed habitats. Little
money in the family but plenty of space to play and wander and few people about.

lucky

I

was.

lived in the

fields,
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This was just before the agricultural revolution begun by the Second World War.
idea then we would ever have to travel miles to see a cowslip meadow.

No

We were profligate with the riches there to be used and abused.
if

we took and took

again.

The

forces of nature

in the ground and it sprouted new growth. I
understanding much about it. Looking back I realise
in our village knew about the life all round us.

Nor

how

It

didn’t matter

were so strong. Plant a willow post
was able to absorb all this without

how

little

the average person

till I worked in a London school and
through a mile of streets to play on a patch of mud masquerading as a games pitch, in what the map said was a park. It does seem a significant fact that only one child in seven is born in the country. Influences of childhood
can set attitudes and make or mar adults. The joyful acceptance of the glories of the
world seen in children brought up in a natural environment, unconscious absorbance, oneness with the world is a blessing too easily snatched away, or just lost.
How sad it is to see it deliberately suppressed by the individual himself. How sad to
see so many of our children already caught up in the coils of greed and gratification.
So many of them have lost their childhood and their sense of wonder.

had

did

I realise

fortunate I’d been

to parade the children

In his

poem

‘Past

and Present’, Thomas Hood confesses,

now ’tis little joy
To know Tm farther off from heav’n
Than when I was a boy
William Wordsworth dealt with this far more deeply and it was his poetry
made me begin to think more seriously about my own attitudes and beliefs.
‘...

that

One certainty has always been my great and good fortune in being born where I
was and when I was but at the same time being very much aware of the other six we
have spoken about who have such an overwhelming influence on my destiny when
it comes to making decisions.
Democracy sometimes has

its

drawbacks!

Since those early years, our world has moved on at a tremendous pace. We have
lived increasingly second-hand lives. Not that I would want to go back to the conditions of my early years as a householder, let alone the primitive cottage of my
earliest days. I can enjoy my forays into the wider world all the time knowing I also
have the comfort and convenience to welcome me home clutching my notebook and
specimen bag. Our ancestors didn’t have a great deal of time left over, after their
strenuous efforts just to stay alive, to enjoy their close contact with nature. Yet
nowadays the average person does tend to look back as if to a golden age. There
seems to be a need to reach out and touch but preferably in a once removed, sterilised substitute for the real thing, like packet meals and tinned vegetables. Is this why
Television Nature is so popular? Can the armchair naturalist take the next important step and get up and be more positive? In a recent interview, David Bellamy,
one of our leading television naturalists, agreed that this is an immediate and pressing problem.
I think this search for contact has something to do with the present fancy to
dabble with old so-called natural remedies and the great interest in the magical
associations of plants. Presumably the underlying belief at the time they were written was that everything in the world was made for the service of man. All we had to
do was to learn its purpose. We are still asked why certain un-loved creatures were

made.
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So let’s go back to the beginning of the world. To the Creation. Most peoples
have their stories to illustrate the purpose of the world and their own place in it.
Usually right in the centre! Being brought up where we were we naturally think of
the Adam and Eve stories. Attending a village church school by day and reading my
‘Boys Book of Knowledge’ type books at night could have been confusing because
of the opposing dogmas. It was very much a case of believe what you are told. After
‘Think!’ It wasn’t until I had left
years of ‘don’t think’, suddenly at sixteen
school altogether that I discovered the first two chapters of Genesis tell different
stories. The poetic description of the first contrasts with what I find a kind of
arrogance in the second. There is a domineering male, and woman comes in almost
as an after-thought. Perhaps it was written by or for some dreadful old desert

—

potentate.

Our western

civilisation was built on the principle that the world is there for
and exploit. Not to tend the Garden of Eden but to go out and subdue.
Man the dominator not the participator. After long ages of struggle this eventually
leads to an increasingly rapid control of the environment through galloping
technology matched by rapidly increasing population. A look at the graph of world
population shows how rapid the rise has been in our own lifetime.

man

to use

How long can this double process continue? We still have members whose lives
span the history of flight from the first feeble ventures off the ground in controlled
flight to orbiting space stations. We all benefit from this command of resources and
constant searching to understand and exploit. I was told I owe my leg to X-ray
machines developed to check space hardware. Our demands for an easier life and
comforts are very natural and mean that many of us here tonight can continue
healthy and fulfilling lives. None of these products of industry we are using here
tonight are essential. We could manage without the pictures, the music and the
recorded speech. Nowadays all of these are freely available and they can enrich our
lives, widen our interests and bring us together in shared experience.
home

tonight and count up the number of household
and expect to use. Then compare that with the
number you had when you set up home. I don’t presume to suggest you shouldn’t
have them but the question is, how long can this increasing demand be sustained?
In order to continue our luxurious lives, will we have to convince other less fortunate peoples they don’t really need them?
I

invite

appliances

So

you

we

much

to

go

take for granted

for us as exploiters

of nature.

This attitude was not universal. For example, I think of the redman of North
America, who followed the bison, used them for so many purposes but still felt
reverence and guilt. Not every aspect of their culture is to be admired, but we can
share some fellow feeling in this at least, and apart from any other consideration it is
easy for us to see how clashes and misunderstandings between peoples were bound
to occur when two cultures met. A very interesting point is that the redman had no
notion of the concept of ownership of land. The Dutch were delighted with their
bargain when they bought Manhatten Island for some beads but were affronted
when the tribe wished to come back.
This conflict of concepts
century
land his tribes occupied.
Seattle, delivered last

is

exemplified in the

when

now famous

speech of Chief

the American government proposed to
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buy the

“We know

man does not understand our ways. One portion of the land is
him as the next for he is a stranger who comes in the night and takes from
”
the land what he needs.
Possibly the nearest we came in Europe to the idea of unity in creation was in
St. Francis of Assissi whose teaching was distorted by his followers and he himself
branded a heretic. Nature had to be subdued. It was almost an enemy. And there are
times and places where a presence can be felt, not good, not bad, but not human ...
The irrational is there under the surface. I took a group of children and asked
them their likes and dislikes from a selected list of animals. Spiders were generally
agreed to be abhorrent. Beetles were best crushed underfoot. Ladybirds were
approved by all because they were not considered to be proper beetles. The scaly
skin of a snake, really so sleek and glossy was thought to be foul and slimy but a
butterfly’s scaly wings were a delight to all of them. Bats, so mysterious and
misunderstood, were indefinably evil.
In this country, man’s closest association is generally with his pets. Man and
domesticated animals began their association through mutual convenience. We can
still see examples of dogs working with and for man and with evident signs of enjoyment. But pets have become a major industry — feeding them, breeding them - and
what have we done to them?
the

same

that the white

to

,

Breeds of dogs have been created that are travesties of the normal. Some almost
worship the dog, some treat it as a status symbol.

money and affection yet the RSPCA kennels are
with cast-off so-called pets. Pictures of an horrific nature are
distributed through the letter-box to make us all aware of the despicable cruelty
meted out to pets. Against this there are the letters and ’phone calls I receive from
people seeking advice on how to deal with sick, injured and vulnerable wild
All this lavishing of time,

overflowing

animals.

Perhaps the cat survives our treatment better. It does wheedle itself into the
most comfortable situations but still retains its independence. It is still selfpossessed. Yet even this independent creature can be turned into a toy when the
breeders and judges create their fashion and points systems. Is this another example
of our attitude of domination?

We all know proper cats condescend to live with us. I believe they are splendid
guardians of the bird table. They keep other cats out of their territory.
still the major way into natural history for the dedicated
worker and armchair naturalist alike. Some of our members have done superb
photographic studies in their gardens. Patterns of behaviour can be noted and
analysed from the comfort of your own home.

Birds in the garden are

field

There’s a great deal for the garden naturalist to do and a range of books to help.
that but many people with no committment to Natural History and scant
knowledge have done a great service by providing ponds and food for hungry birds

Not only

in winter.

Birds in the snow are part of our modern mythology. A fifth of the cards sent to
us last Christmas featured this kind of scene. We love the winter wonderland
created by frost and snow. That’s on Saturday and Sunday! On Monday we curse
the elements that so easily upset the machine dominated, clock-controlled lives we
have been forced to live to survive in this age. Perhaps its good for us to be remind-
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Taverham, January 1986

ed from time to time that

we

we sometimes think, to make
on the movements and patterns, the natural

are not so all-powerful as

us realise again how dependent
rhythms of the earth.

we

are

are few of us without collections of some kind. Anything now is collectForty years ago we threw away as rubbish items that would sell now for a small

There
able.

Our museums were founded on

individuals’ collections. Beware the tempuse the fruits of their labours and manias for
reference if they were carried out properly. We need references, we need vouchers
for our own work. Nowadays we all know where to stop! We have proper regard for
fortune.

tation of

condemning them.

We

still

life!

Recently we saw a television presentation on China and its animals. Many
people who spoke to me afterwards were shocked by the casual way all animals, but
particularly the domestic ones, were treated. A colleague thought about it for a
while and then asked, “Isn’t it true we can afford to be animal lovers?” Does
affluence take off the pressure so we are able to be gentler towards those creatures
we intend to consume? I don’t think so. What it does is allow us to have our unpleasant work done for us by others and it’s out of sight, out of mind. Can you go back
half a century in your mind and recall how callously so many farm animals were
treated here? I’m not suggesting cruelty was rife but I remember pillars of village
society taking out their own anger and frustration on horses, for instance. I dared
not protest, but my thoughts were on my face. I was reassured they were only
animals!
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So we must not be sanctimonious now but think in terms of relieving the
pressure on hard lives if that is at all possible and educating those who are a handful
of years behind us in historic terms.

To return to collections, the highest form was a living collection, the zoo. Until
had children of my own I hadn’t visited one, so it was a new experience for us all
and we found as many as we could on our travels. It didn’t take long for us to see
I

rather

more than we could stomach. Few establishments then attempted to provide
minimum requirement of space. We saw neurotic polar bears. We saw an

even the

elephant seal in something little bigger than a garden pond.
small fowl run with a kitchen sink of dirty water.

We

found an

otter in a

way some of these creatures were treated and the places
was the behaviour of too many of the visitors. Two gorillas in
separate enclosures were the focal points of sizeable crowds. They had no proper
facilities even though the pens were not small. Yet their natural dignity compared
with the behaviour of the crowd, made us feel ashamed.
Progress has been made since then. But how much in the minds of the general
public? That was proved a few weeks ago by the kind of article that was written
when the small boy fell into the gorilla enclosure in one of our zoos.
But it wasn’t
run that upset us.

What of the

just the
It

status in the wild of these beautiful creatures?

Dian Fossey the mountain
martyred in

its

cause.

gorilla

Can

would probably be

Without the work of
Now she has been

extinct.

the few remaining be saved?

In more recent years the whole idea of zoos has been rethought. The emphasis
is increasingly on the use of captives to build up stocks that can be used to replenish
or even replace wild populations. When we reduce to a handful of individuals, bred
and reared in captivity, what kind of creature are we producing? Is it true to type or
it is a caricature? Is it worthwhile if the habitat necessary for its natural survival has

gone?
Establishments like Farm Parks, catering for a variety of interest groups, seem
be taking over from the old zoos. Are Nature Reserves part of this process?
Granted, the animal inhabitants are free to move in and out but they visit or stay
because they find there the necessary habitat. Most visitors go to see them in order
to add to their list of species seen, just like the old zoo. At least it seems a much
healthier attitude than peering at creatures in cages and the starting point has
always been habitat first.
to

We in this Society are justifiably proud of our predecessors who began the great
We congratulate our immediate offspring on attaining its

County Trust movement.
Jubilee Year.

that there are times when the members don’t see eye
with each other. We went through one of these phases.
Now in this special year we can say that the family has been drawing closer
together. There have been many instances of help and cooperation. There are many
and so they should.
groups of naturalists in our county all going their own way
But there are times when we must work together and be seen to work together.
After all the cause is common to us all.
It’s a

to eye

sad fact of family

and are

life

a bit irritable

—

assumed that the Trust movement began as the spontaneous flowering
was more truly the final result of seeds sown in the minds while
members carried out their investigations and observations into the wildlife of the
It’s

often

of an idea.

It
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county and wisely foresaw the inevitable dangers ahead.

Now

danger lies in concentrating our minds and efforts on the major refuges,
havens across the county. The intermingling islands, connecting archipelagos
are disappearing fast. The wildlife corridors have already gone over much of the
county. Think of the map of Norfolk and see the concentration of reserves in areas
of special interest. Should we now think of re-created reserves?
safe

I

was particularly pleased to be associated with the new Jubilee Wood reserve of
It’s a practical example of what can be done with a small parcel of land.

the Trust.

The idea of the ‘little wilderness’ is very important. It’s still the best place to
play and think of the variety of species that can inhabit it. No need to focus on
rarities. The common today may be the rarity tomorrow if we neglect it. But what is
likely to happen to our little wilderness? Someone is bound to think of it as an untidy spot just dying to be tidied up. Then it becomes a tidy spot just dying!

We visited three churchyards. One had the memorial stones removed and set in
two military lines. The space between was covered with short mown grass. Next the
Quaker cemetary in Norwich where there is a happy blend of work and thoughtful
neglect. Finally, we went to the churchyard at Wrentham where the Rev. Laurance
Spratt is creating a real wildlife haven by controlling rampaging nature and preventing complete reversion thereby maintaining a wealth of habitats. As a consequence
he was accused of losing the village the ‘Best Kept’ trophy and labelled ‘Son of
Satan’ by a parishoner.
There is almost a mania for tidiness. Rev. Spratt tells me it is a fear of being
caught unprepared for death. I tend to think it’s a reassuring proof of our power to
control.

Yet tidiness

may have

to

be

instilled.

My own

young

efforts

neat sums’ accolade were rarely to the required standard and

towards the ‘Ten

think it better to
provide the proof rather than the appearance. Another result of early school drill is
our great difficulty when it comes to real random planting. We think in number,
shapes and patterns.
I still

Examples of Tidy-mania can be seen wherever we go. Two roadside properties
compared. One has an interesting flora, albeit short. The other has nothing but
few brave plantains to relieve the plain grass. The second scores the points.

are
a

A District Council official assures me that verges are trimmed back where safedemands. A long, straight road, with verges cut back into the hedge bottom is not
a good example to support this statement. The mini-wilderness, the wildlife area we
need may be just that space between the mown verge and the hedge or fence. It may
be the only available space in a wide landscape. Cut the hedge to nothing, widen the
trimmed verge and nothing remains.

ty

We

continue to lose so

great respect.

Again

it’s

much

it’s

surely necessary to treat what remains with
seem important to me and not

multiplicity of species that

just rarities.

cil

It’s very easy to blame someone else for all this. We blame the farmer, the counand the council blames the contractor. We unite to blame the Common Market!

Few of us

are entirely blameless.

How easy

it is to acquire cheap and efficient tools of destruction and what a feelpower they give. I’d trimmed a hedge in half an hour that would have taken
whole morning without the aid of Messrs. Black and Decker. I found myself

ing of

me

a
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looking for something else to trim or cut down. The latest bit of wizardry is the
Strimmer. What a powerful instrument of destruction that is. How else can you so
easily remove those last-ditch refuges round the bottom of the gate-posts and in the
hedge base? The tangle of growth left by the so-efficient mower because it was
defended by the trunk of the tree soon falls to the whizzing flail of nylon. On the
way to Sunday morning field excursions we often see men with nothing to do standing by their gates armed with these devices looking for blades of grass with the
temerity to show their tips.

Modern machines

take tidy-mania to places where trimming of any sort was
dangerous in the days of hand tools. Petrol driven hover mowers
make the work easy, even fun, with little danger to the operator.
either difficult or

Now all this is a bit uncomfortable and we don’t want our Natural History to
add to the pressures and worries we already have to face. It’s a relief to turn away
from the workaday world and take refuge in the joys and solaces of the beauty and
interest remaining, perhaps not everywhere but at least in places we learn about by
joining the Society. It’s very neatly summed up by John Drinkwater in his poem,
‘Politics’.

Was

more than an excuse

May

be it is easy to turn aside
song of the blackbird. The
very laudable and to the
refuge may be detailed examination of the minutiae
highest scientific standard. All this while our corner of the world becomes steadily
more improverished. Shouldn’t we stop to look, to see, to think about what is
happening?
this ever

and bury ones head

for inaction?

in the sand, or in this case lilac or the

—

We can motor to Great Hockham so easily to see the White Admirals, to West
Harling Heath as we did a few weekends ago to study plant galls and the wealth of
insects there. Intent on our objective, we can ignore the deserts we pass on the way
there where few butterflies flit and insect habitats have been trimmed and sprayed.
Don’t quote sites where there has been improvement. We can multiply that number
many times over where there has been general decline.
Some of us are fortunate. We don’t have to travel to find choice spots. How I’ve
enjoyed watching the seasons change as I’ve looked out of my kitchen window for
over 30 years, where owls called and hunted by night and kestrels hovered by day.
Where we, my cat and I, recorded harvest mice and once, as recorded in Seago’s
Birds of Norfolk, an inland twite. Where skylarks sang as we tended our spring
gardens.

There were so many insects flying on summer evenings we couldn’t leave an
uncurtained light or the window would be covered. Opening the glass panelled door
was almost hazardous. Now we wish they were there to come. The insect hordes
have gone and so have most of the bats. The harvest mice quietly faded away so long
ago they won’t be dispossessed by the new housing estate.
Perhaps it’s good for me to be part of the scene, to make me truly feel, not just
in an academic way what is going on. We accept houses must be built. We
accept bigger, sometimes more ostentatious houses are built. We accept spreading
suburbia bringing the tentacles of town mentality into what then becomes noncountryside. Should we accept so passively?

know

A

planning officer described our area as having little natural history interest.
is arguably untrue of any area in the country not already

That statement
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impoverished by mishandling. Arbitrary plans are drawn up and cauliflowers are
drawn on them to represent trees. This is a concession to what is known as ‘the
environment’. To conform to the lines drawn on the plan, however, trees are cut

down.
William Blake wrote ‘The

tree

which moves some

others only a green thing that stands in the way.

to tears

of joy

is

in the eyes

of

’

Gerald Manley Hopkins knew how easy it is to mar and despoil even by wellintentioned efforts. In his poem, Binsey Poplars, there are the words ‘... Aftercomers
cannot guess the beauty been ... \ Newcomers to a situation take the current state of
affairs as their reference point. They may deplore further change or loss but remain
ignorant of what went before.

The solitary oak at the crest of the hill represents ‘countryside’ to the
householders whose dwellings replaced the arching avenue where the road skirted
the wood and tawny owls called. In this age of constant change, new occupiers move
in, new brooms sweep and sweep again at our remaining bramble tangles. One day
the tree itself will fall. By then there’ll be no-one who can remember.
I’m not going to
cold but

ways changing agricultural policies blow hot and
blow so much away. But what word can describe a

talk about the

somehow manage

to

where one part of the world is said to over-produce while millions starve?
crashes and kills its passengers. We are distressed. If 300 crashed in a
year we would be horrified. Yet the equivalent passenger load of 300 Jumbo Jets die
each day from starvation or starvation related diseases. In the Third World average
calorific intake is 10% below the level considered necessary for proper functioning.
In our Western World it is 40% above.
situation

A Jumbo Jet

What

is

this to

do with

the World. For instance,
if destruction

to

have

much

it’s

a comfortable Natural History society?

no use asking

can bring financial gain.

a

Nor

hungry family

is

Everything in

to protect a rare species

severity at that

end of the chain going

effect.

We westerners are prone to double standards. For example we deplore the state
of affairs in Africa and give our portions to relief work. Then we refresh ourselves
with products we have persuaded them to grow for us instead of the staple foods
needed there. I have been told that for every pound we send for relief work we are
receiving two in interest charges on loans granted for all too frequently
inappropriate projects.
part of human nature to want to acquire more. More money, more possesbe they books, fast cars or goats. Some cultures control this urge, others let it
rip. Nowhere is the worship of Mammon more in control than here in the Western
World. We are told, by those who seek to persuade us they know what’s best for us
all, that this stimulation of our greed is necessary to keep the wheels of industry
turning. Our industrial wheels seem to have some flat spots.
It is

sions,

In order to maintain their growth, many of our large business organisations
turn their attention to our less fortunate brothers overseas to lure them along this
path. Our tobacco barons have been denied a small part of their advertising here,
turn their attention to countries where the people are already impoverished and
enfeebled and persuade them that the road to western sophistication is made shorter
and easier for the man with a cigarette. A young man returning from Mozambique
has described how many people there believe cigarettes add vitamins to the diet.
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The gap between the haves and have-nots does not decrease and when you
stimulate greed you stimulate jealousy and despair. Add to this generous portions of
political rivalry and we have a truly Devil’s brew.
So we come to another of man’s less desirable foibles
weapons. If we pause for just one minute
£1.4 million will be spent by the military world wide.

Some more

20% more

is

—

the desire to possess

figures:

spent on weapons of destruction than on health measures to preserve

life.

Over 50% of the world’s physicists and engineers work on developing weapons.
In spite of all constraints, the world population grows alarmingly with frightening political and economic consequences. So what will be the effect on our
natural history interests? Surely no need to spell it out.
The shadow of the nuclear cloud looms large or small in our minds according to
our ideas and personalities but large or small it’s always there. The suppressed
thought that the endless succession of tomorrows may be cut short runs like a tarnished thread through the tapestry of modern culture. A dismal prospect. We’ve
come a long way from those innocent days of childhood and my reference to the
tragedy of moving away from that state of grace.
Instead of standing open-mouthed in wonder we look in horror. Will the increasing multitudes reduce themselves in cataclysmic conflict or by the process of
too many mouths nibbling at the world cake?
We flatter ourselves that we, the small group of technically advanced nations,
are the flowering of Homo sapiens and the future of the species must be linked with
our future. Yet if the total world population were reduced to a few thousands they
would still be the human race.
The phoenix can rise. The life force is very strong. It’s exciting and beautiful to
see the scar of a wartime airfield being first softened and then covered by encroaching vegetation. Given time, nature can do wonderful things, but will there be
the great diversity of species that now give us pleasure? I quote again from Chief
Seattle, “Where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle? Gone. And what is it to say
good-bye to the swift pony and the hunt? The end of living and the beginning of
survival ”.
It’s not just sentiment. There is a vast potential in the richness of species
waiting to be explored. Only a small fraction of the plants have been thoroughly
researched. Fewer than two dozen plants supply the bulk of our diet while over
20,000 are said to be edible. Yet including invertebrates, species are disappearing
off the earth faster than ever. In the space of time I have been talking, another has
gone. Whatever happens to the world at large, be it good or bad, happens to Norfolk. We are not isolated and do not have any special protection.

Can we as
much? Do we

individuals or as a Society do anything to preserve what we value so
just stand aside, disinterested observers, and record the facts and
figures of whats’ going on? Our innocent pursuits would seem to have little
influence on major events. Our greatest efforts puny in the face of forces ranged
against us.

On

the other

hand we can throw our pennies in the pool and who knows how
Keep them in our pockets and they will be wasted.

far the ripples will spread.
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Separately and collectively we must lead others to share the pleasures we experience, to come to an understanding of the problems and to make some contribution to the good of the earth. At the very least, we will have tried.

Unless the general public can be led to make a personal committment, informaby itself will have little influence. We have facts. We collect our books of data.
Used in the right way facts can intrigue and enthuse.

tion

Can we organise that vast store of good will among the pet lovers, the feeders of
winter birds, the armchair naturalists. Can we encourage them to take the steps
from interest, to committment and on to action? Can we slow down the frantic pace
of our civilisation? Can we recruit the support of the majority to instruct our elected
representatives to control the slide?

One of our basic tools is the lens that focuses attention on the
The lens in its many forms gives us knowledge and delight.

object of our

Is our role to
be the lens that focuses the attention of the uncommitted? A lens transmits light. It
illuminates. Light thrown into a dark corner often reveals what we may not wish to
see but at least it gives us a chance to sort it out.

interest.

Our Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society can, I believe, look with some
pride at its achievement. It set out all those years ago to increase awareness, to
record and to inform. Look through the publications and see how they have
developed. The range and quality have never been better than they are now and
there are plans to improve even further.

We’ve looked back for just a moment but that’s a dangerous habit. A club looks
inwards. We are not a club. We are a researching and publishing Society that looks
outwards. We must continue to look forwards and constantly seek ways to promote
the cause of Natural History in every sense.
the last Council meeting feeling proud and confident. The Bird Atlas is at
more profitable observation from more nonmembers than members. A growing list of workshop sessions is being planned to
provide stimuli and develop skills. As a Society we are being invited to participate
in surveys and projects and to give advice in management. The name, Norfolk and
Norwich Naturalists’ is being recognised again.
are walking out of the shadows.
There has been a period of bewilderment and loss of direction. That’s all over.
know where we are going.
must make sure we take enough of the others with us.
I left

the printers and should spark off

We

We

We

Since we began in 1869 a hundred individuals have been President before me.
There have been good times and bad. We have to thank members present who

We

cannot adequatestruggled to breathe new life into the Society a generation ago.
ly express our gratitude for that. Now you’ve honoured me by making me the first
of the next century and I sincerely hope there will be a hundred more and that they
live in a
I

world

fit

for naturalists to live in.

to ask the questions.

own
earth

evening would be different. You would expect now
questions have already been asked. We must make our
can be summed up in just one query. Chief Seattle said, “The
Another said, “Am I my brother’s keeper?”.

began by suggesting
responses. They
is our brother

this

The
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An interesting diatom from Thompson Common —

During the winter of
examined some samples of diatoms from the pools at the north end of
Thompson Common. In the mud I was excited to find a specimen of Surirella
craticula', which I had never seen before. This is a striking diatom which appears at
1984/85

I

‘

first glance to have the typical ribbed valve of Surirella (Fig. 1). The ribs are very
tough and heavily silicified. This obscures the fact that they are actually beneath the
valve surface. With care the details of the normal valve can be seen.

This species appears in the classic works on diatoms in the last century. It was
described by Professor Ehrenberg who regarded it as a Surirella but it was
given its own genus by subsequent writers. Greville referred to it as Stictodesmis and
as Stictodesmis craticula it appears in Fred Kitton’s list of Norfolk Diatoms of 1884
from ‘Whissonsett, Ormesby, Costessey’ (Kitton, 1884). Pfitzer in his work on
diatom structure finally pointed out that it was a monstrosity of the common diatom
Navicula cuspidata Kg. (Fig. 2).
first

Fig.
‘

l

Surirella craticula’

form

of Navicula cuspidata.

Fig. 2

Navicula cuspidata
normal form.
Scale line

=

0.01

mm

Liebisch (1928) has stated that the presence of internal structures like this are
combined with unfavourable
nutritive conditions. This ‘craticular’ form of the diatom has been reported from a
ditch alongside the river Cam at Coe Fen by Belcher and Swale (1981) and I have
found it at Benacre Broad. In both these localities there is a strange salinity situation. The Coe Fen ditch receives water from the Cam when it is high but often dries
down and becomes somewhat saline. At Benacre Broad the sample was collected on
the Broad side of the shingle sea bank which is occasionally overtopped or
permeated by sea water at high tides. It is probable that the pool on Thompson
Common also dries during the summer, creating the conditions necessary for the
appearance of this diatom.
the result of dilution or concentration of the water
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NORFOLK BRAMBLES
A. L. Bull
‘Hillcrest’, East

Tudenham, Dereham.

Introduction

Between the years 1970 and 1984, the author spent some time each summer
attempting to sort out the species of the genus Rubus in Norfolk and Suffolk (Bull,
1985). To this end, he received much help from E. S. Edees, and latterly from A.
Newton, the national referees for the genus. The standard handbook on Rubus by
W. C. R. Watson (1958) is a very complex work, and more recent studies have
shown that many of Watson’s premises were incorrect. At the time of writing, the
successor to Watson’s book is still awaited, though it may well have appeared by the
time this paper is published. Watson did not present a key in the generally
understood manner, but gave one or two, or even up to half a dozen characters
beside which he wrote a list of species which bore them, in increasing order of
rarity.

With

the arrival of the computer age, R.

Pankhurst presented the author with
as a thick wad of punched cards
each one featuring a single point of identification for the genus. There are 168 of
these. When the botanist has selected each correct character for his specimen in
hand, he will be able to hold his polyclave to the light and will see just one punched
hole showing through indicating the identity of his specimen. Alas! It didn’t work
for Rubus , though similar polyclaves for other groups do. The reason would appear
to be partly the fault of the user, and partly the fault of the specimen. How many is
‘many’? How few is ‘fairly many’? Why haven’t all the local endemics been included in the polyclave? The answer to the last is that there are many local endemics
which have not been named. At that stage, the author was not aware that he was
dealing with two quite widespread species which did not have a name.
a polyclave,

which can be explained

to the

J.

layman

Both were named subsequently by Bull and Edees (1980, 1983). It is perhaps of
mention them here. Rubus boudiccae was found to be widespread in both
Norfolk and Suffolk. While leading ‘bramble rambles’ in Essex, it was found in a
number of places as far south as Danbury Common, near Chelmsford. In 1985 Alan
Newton said he thought he had found it in Warwickshire, and in 1986 gave the
author a specimen for confirmation. By the end of 1986 he had found it in 6 or 7
squares in that county and just over the county boundary into Oxon. At the same
time, D. E. Allen sent a parcel of brambles to the author from Hampshire for consideration, and one series from that county was all R. boudiccae.
Rubus norvicensis was known to be abundant round Norwich, before it was
named, and was subsequently found frequently round Ipswich. J. Ironside-Wood
who formerly lived in Essex knew of a similar plant there, and the author discussed
this with him, and examined his specimens. These also proved to be R. norvicensis.
In 1985, D. E. Allen, who had seen the holotype in the British Museum (Natural
History), sent a parcel of Rubus norvicensis for confirmation. It appears that it grows
virtually throughout Hampshire, and in 1986 the author saw a single bush in Savernake Forest, North Wilts. Thus two apparently local plants, by being named, have
in a very short time been proved to be regional endemics — and doubtless there are
interest to

others.
Trans. Norfolk

Norwich Nat.

1987 27 ( 5 ), 333 - 348

Soc.
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A

guide to the identification of Norfolk Rubus
The word ‘guide’ is used in preference to ‘key’. A key will unlock. A guide may lead
you to the wrong door. There are many pitfalls. Not least, the fact that no two
people seem to see colours in exactly the same way. Dark chocolate brown to one,
purplish brown to another. The biggest series, the Appendiculati is
divided into groups dependent on the colour of petals, filaments and styles. These
may fade quite quickly in hot sun after the flower opens, so, to be of use, the student
must examine an opening flower under the lens, before the sun can do its worst. On
the other hand, if the correct colour of stems, leaves, etc. are to be obtained, it is
imperative that only stems in the open air be examined, as shade plants will usually
be green, and leaves will not usually be of the correct shape. To make the task less
daunting, a short key to the different groups is given, followed by a key to each

may be deep

group in turn.

For the meanings of terms, users should consult the glossary of a standard flora.
Stem armature is illustrated in Fig. 1, and the range of leaf shape in Figs. 2-24.

Nomenclature
1

is

that used

by Bull

Leaves thin, pinnate with 3 to 7

(1985).

leaflets.

Ripe

The

raspberry

is

not adhering to
R. idaeus
augmented by garden throw-

fruit bright red,

the receptacle
frequent throughout the county, undoubtedly often

outs.

Leaves palmate, with 3 to 5, rarely 7 leaflets, and then the four lower arising
from the same point. Ripe fruit adhering to the receptacle
2
2

Stem with

a

bloom

that rubs off. Fruit of large drupels, also very pruinose

R.

The dewberry

caesius

scattered throughout the county, especially on poorly drained soils and clay.
Beware of ‘caesian hybrids’. Many of these can exhibit pruinose stems and fruit to a greater or
lesser extent. Usually the fruit is defective, and with only 2 or 3 drupels.
is

Fruit not pruinose, usually smaller and of many drupels. Stems, if pruinose,
usually have to be scraped rather than lightly rubbed to remove the bloom
3 (‘R. fruticosus agg.’)

3

Usually without stalked glands, and with very
stools, suberect, never tip rooting

little hair.

Stems arising from

Section Suberectii (p.336)

With or without stalked glands. Stems high arching to procumbent, usually
with some stems rooting at the tip.
4
4

Stems arching

to procumbent, with or without stalked glands. Leaflets usually
3 to 5, often with the terminal irregular in shape. Basal leaflets sessile or
subsessile. Fruit usually of large drupels and often partly defective.

Section Corylifolii (p.336)

Stems arching

to

procumbent, with or without stalked glands. Terminal

leaflets usually regular in shape, the basal leaflets distinctly stalked. Fruit
usually of small drupels, and properly formed. (Except in the case of hybrids).

...

5
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1 Rubus stem armature, a
j. prickles, (a) small hooked, (b) patent, (c)
sigmoid, (d) strong, (e) short, (f) subulate, (g) curved, (h) falcate, (i) slender
slanting, (j) slanting, (k) pricklets. (1) stalked glands, (m) acicles. (n) pilose,
(o) hirsute. (A. G. Irwin del.)

Fig.

5

Plants without stalked glands, the stems usually
leaflets grey or white felted beneath

waxy with

pruina, and all the
Section Discolored (p.342)

Plants with or without glands, stems usually not
leaves green beneath

waxy with

some
6

pruina. At least
6

Mainly robust species with few or no stalked glands on the stem. Some may
have scattered stalked glands on the panicle. Leaves varying from all green
beneath, to some species with the upper panicle leaves white felted.
Section Sylvatici (p.338)
Species with rather few to very

many stalked glands on stem and

panicle

7
7

Low

growing or scrambling plants with pilose stems bearing scattered stalked
glands and hooked prickles. Panicles small, broad, equal and truncate. Flowers
smallish, starry, usually bright pink. Sepals eventually clasping the unripe
fruit. Stamens shorter than the styles.
Section Sprengeliani: R. sprengelii
Our only species in the section. It occurs on the poorest gravels especially on the Cromer ridge, at
Witton Heath, and around Narborough. There is a white-flowered population at Pond Hills,
Hempstead.

Stamens always
8

at least

equal

to,

and usually longer than the

styles

8

and pricklets present in varying degrees, usualfrom one another, the prickles at least distinct

Prickles, stalked glands, acicles
ly distinct

Section Appendiculati (p.342)

and stalked glands graduating one into the other, prearound the stem, often very abundant, and with all but the longest

Prickles, pricklets, acicles

sent

all

Section Glandulosi (p.347)

prickles gland tipped
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Section Suberecti
1

2

Stems robust to moderately robust,
acuminate (Fig. 2). Flowers white.
Stems usually

1-1

2

pink

1-3 metres.

Leaves ovate, cordate, long
2

metres, seldom robust. Leaves various. Flowers white or
4

Stems roughly round, green, with small, hooked purple

Ripe

prickles.

blackish red

fruit

R. nessensis

Found in old woods and damp commons in both east and west Norfolk, its presence indicating the
antiquity of the site. Particularly fine at Swanton Novers Little Wood.

Stems not round

3

5

3

Stems angled, furrowed, with strong

prickles.

Ripe

fruit

black
R. sulcatus

TG

12.

where

A single clump

it is

frequent.

Stems with

in

The

a deep,

Hevingham

Park, where

British population

is

probably arrived by bird from the continent,
confined to south west England.

narrow groove on each

it

face.

No prickles
R. pergratus
TG 13. A clump in Common Planta-

Closely allied to R. nessensis and native of North America.
tion,

4

Aylmerton.

Leaves plicate. Prickles roughly numerous, red with a yellow
Flowers white
A plant of sandy commons in both halves of the county.
Leaves not

plicate.

tip in the

open.

R. plicatus

Flowers pink

5

Leaves regularly ovate. Prickles moderate, somewhat slanting. Panicle usually
small, racemose, with long slender pedicels which have one or two tiny prickles
and the occasional stalked gland. Petals pink, filaments white, styles green. A
small bush, usually among bracken
R. arrheniiformis
TM 09. Roadside by Hargham Heath. TG 22. Bryant’s Heath, Felmingham and Swanton Abbott
Common. TG 32. Crostwight Common.

A

larger bush with long, strong, patent prickles set on the angle of the stem.
Leaves ovate acuminate (Fig. 3). Panicles compound. Petals and filaments
pink, styles often red. Anthers often pilose.
R. vigorosus
Not infrequent on heaths and sandy commons in East Norfolk. Absent from the west.

Section Corylifolii
1

2

Flowers white

2

Flowers pinkish or pink.

3

Stems round, often robust. Prickles small, scattered, green or purple. Terminal
leaflets

often with a distinct shoulder (Fig.

flowers

Common

on most types of

soils,

but

is

4).

Panicles open, with large
R. sublustris

apparently absent from the Fens.

Stems with short to long stalked glands, acicles, pricklets and slender prickles
arising from swollen bases. Terminal leaflets not shouldered. Panicles roughly
dense.
I

have one specimen from

R. tuberculatus

TF

70, forestry land near
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Beechamwell which appears

to

fit

the type.

2

Figs. 2
5

-

& 6 R.

1 1

24 Rubus leaf shapes.
eboracensis.

R. laciniatus.

15 R. mucronulatus.

2 R. peregratus.
3 R. vigorosus.
4 R. sublustris.
7 i?. cardiophyllus.
9 & 10 R. lindleianus.
8 R. boudiccae.
12 R. winteri.
13 R. armipotens.
14 R. vestitus.

16 R. boreanus.

23

&

17 R. echinatus.

20 R. surrejanus.
21 R. norvicensis.
24 R. hylocharis. (Not to scale) (A. G. Irwin del.)

19 R. rufescens.
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18 R. moylei.

22 R. adamsi.

3

mm

diameter. Leaves large and soft. Petals and
Flowers very large, to 50
filaments both pink, styles red, anthers pilose
R. nemorosus
Has a definite preference for peat and damp alluvium. Chiefly in the Broads and along the
Fenland margins.

Flowers and leaves smaller. Filaments white,

styles green, anthers glabrous

4
4

Some

stalked glands usual on the panicle. Prickles moderate on stem and paniTerminal leaflets ovate acuminate, sometimes with a small cusp. Panicle
R. conjungens
broad, long, corymbose above. Petals bright pink
cle.

Scattered through both halves of the county on

1

all

types of

soils.

Panicles usually without glands, narrower than last, with tiny prickles. Stem
prickles moderate to small. Terminal stem leaflets ovate to obovate acuminate
(Fig. 5), those on the panicle rhomboid (Fig. 6). Petals pale pink, cupped
R. eboracensis
Frequent in the county, though under-recorded as not named by E.

It

S.

Edees until 1977.

should be emphasised that the foregoing only accounts for perhaps

50%

of

the Corylifolii likely to be met with. The group is still in an active state of develop4ment, and many good species occur only in a restricted area. This means that they
are unlikely to

be named for the foreseeable future, as they must normally occur in
less than 30 km across, before becom-

two vice counties, with an area of not
ing ‘eligible’ for a name.

at least

Section Sylvatici
Petals white.

(May be

faintly

pink in bud. Examine with

2

lens.)

Petals pink

2

Without glands
At

3

1

least

some

3

stalked glands

on the panicle

Stem blunt angled, mid brown, with

8

short, yellow

brown

prickles.

Leaves

dull olive above, the veins often paler. Panicle compact, the petals

pinkish in bud. Anthers pilose.

soft,

may be

R. poliodes

Scattered in East Norfolk, with two or three

West Norfolk

sites

on the Greensand.

Stem not brown. Prickles larger. Leaves soft or hard, not dull olive. Anthers
not pilose
4
Stems becoming bright, cinnabar red in exposure. Robust, high arching, with
many strong prickles which are yellowish, becoming brick red. Panicle large
flowered, racemose or sub racemose above. Terminal leaflet broad ovate to
R. platyacanthus

elliptic.
Scattered in east and west, though often abundant where
valley north west of

occurs, especially in the

Wensum

Norwich.

Stems and armature not
leaflets

it

this

combination of colours. Panicles and terminal

various

5
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5

Stem and

becoming deep reddish black in exposure, the
many. The whole plant clothed in white hair. Pani-

prickles pinkish,

prickles yellow tipped, very

round topped, sub racemose. Petals white (pinkish in bud.) A fairly
small bush, leaves broad, ovate
R. septentrionalis
TF 60 Shouldham Thorpe Common and Broadmeadow Plantation, South Runcton. TL 79.
Emily’s Wood, Weeting. TL 88. Santon. South-eastern end of Grimes Graves. Abundant in 25

cle equal,

Scottish vice counties, rare elsewhere.

More

robust.

Stem and armature not

this

combination of colours. Panicle not

racemose
6

6

Stems and prickles reddish orange, becoming darker red. Terminal leaflets narrow obovate, usually twice as long as broad. Petals pink in bud. Anthers pink
sutured

R. amplificatus

Common in north east Norfolk. Scattered elsewhere.
Stems and prickles reddish brown to crimson. Terminal

leaflets

not twice as

long as broad, usually very longstalked. Anthers not pink sutured.
7

Stems reddish brown. Terminal leaflets large, heart shaped (widest below the
middle) (Fig. 7). Flowers cupped
R. cardiophyllus
TF 71. Litcham Common. TF 74. Dunes. Holme Next Sea. TL 98. Garboldisham Heath. TG 10.
Colney Hall Wood. There

is

one unspecified record from

Stems and prickles crimson. Terminal
the middle) (Fig.

8).

TG

00 received from A. Newton.

roundish obovate (widest above
Rarely, a short stalked gland on the panicle. Flowers large,
leaflet

R. boudiccae

flat

Well distributed

8

7

all

over the county, but favouring lighter

soils.

Stem pinkish brown.

Prickles pinkish yellow, rounded, very slender and slanting.
Leaves roundish obovate, abruptly long cuspidate. Panicle branches slender
and wiry, intricately interwoven. Petals milk white.
Corton blackberry
An unnamed local endemic frequent round Corton and the extreme north of East Suffolk, exten’

‘

ding into Norfolk

at

TG

30.

Strumpshaw and

TM 49.

Aldeby.

Stem not pinkish brown with slender slanting
cuspidate.

Panicles without

prickles. Leaves not long
interwoven slender branches and milk white

9

flowers.

9

Stems becoming cinnabar red

in exposure. Leaves broad obovate mucronate,
with usually 3 leaflets. Panicles long and narrow with sharply ascending wiry
branches
R. egregius
TG 01. North Tuddenham Common. TG 20 and 21. Mousehold Heath. A widespread European
species

which otherwise only occurs here

Stem colour not cinnabar
cle

10

branches

less

in Beds., Berks., Bucks,

and Oxon.

red. Leaflets not in threes, obovate

sharply ascending

mucronate. Pani10

Plant hairy, especially the panicles. Leaves broad obovate, somewhat abruptly
long acuminate. Panicles roughly pyramidal, large, with large, showy white
flowers, occasionally pinkish at first, and with pilose anthers
R. leptothyrsos
Frequent in woods on or near the Sandringham estate, where it is often the only species. Otherwise, almost confined to Scotland, where it is frequent in many places.
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Stems shining green to reddish with many strong, roughly patent prickles.
Leaves fairly small, jagged and undulate. Mostly obovate (Fig. 9), those on the
panicle with a cuneate base (Fig. 10). Panicles very large and broad, the branches long and perpendicularly patent.
R. lindleianus

Common
1 1

in the

main, but absent from north west Norfolk.

All leaflets deeply incised (Fig.

1 1).

Petals pink, also deeply cut

R.

Of horticultural

TF

70

at

Cockley Cley, where presumably bird sown.

Leaves not
12

laciniatus

origin. Scattered, usually as single bushes, but frequent in a forestry plantation in

laciniate. Petals not

deeply incised.

12

Stems dark purplish brown, the prickles not many, but long and slender.
Leaves roughly heartshaped. Panicles long, equal, with many bright pink
flowers. The petals sometimes drop early, leaving the stamens of all flowers
standing prominently upright in a very characteristic manner
R.

elegantispinosus

TM

Another horticultural introuduction
28. A single bush at Furze Covert Rushall. It is abundant in three woods at Hoxne, Suffolk only 2 or 3 miles to the south, from which the present plant
probably originated.

Stems not deep purple brown with scattered, long slender prickles. Leaves not
heartshaped. Panicle not with this combination of characters.
13
13

Stem purple brown with many medium hooked

prickles.

Terminal

leaflet

roughly roundish cordate acuminate, the petioles with many hooked prickles.
Panicles similarly armed. Petals broad, pink notched. Ripe fruit often large and
thimble shaped
R. nemoralis
Common, especially on heaths and sandy soils.
Prickles usually straighter, though may be slanting. Terminal leaflets variously
shaped. Petals, if notched, narrower and paler. Ripe fruit not thimble shaped.
14

14

Stems becoming light red, powerfully armed with many straight prickles.
Leaves plicate, ovate acuminate. Panicle racemose above. Flowers with
medium pale pink notched petals
R. adspersus
Almost restricted to damp, sandy commons

in Norfolk, scattered

elsewhere but frequent on the

continent.

Stem without this combination of characters. Leaves not plicate, panicle not
15
racemose, petals not notched
15

Without glands, bright green stems becoming reddish ochraceous. Yellow
prickles long, very hard and sharp, mostly hooked, the panicle similarly armed.
Panicle lax, pyramidal, corymbose. Sepals almost glabrous, green and shining.
R. nitidiformis

TM

18. Billingford

Wood, where

it is

frequent.

Only occurs

in 7 other vice counties in south east

England, but frequent in France and Belgium.

Stalked glands on panicles at least. Prickles not yellow, hard and sharp.
16
Panicles not lax pyramidal corymbose. Sepals all pilose, felted, or both
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16

Flowers large, pale pink,

apple blossom, the filaments pink, styles pink or
R. gratus
is locally dominant (e.g. Mousehold Heath). Scarce in the west

like

red based, anthers pilose
Frequent in East Norfolk, where

it

of the county.

Flowers smaller, not like apple blossom. Filaments and styles variously coloured, anthers not pilose
17
17

18

Leaves grey, green, or white felted beneath

18

Leaves not felted beneath.

20

soft, with green felt and shining parallel hairs on the veins
R. pyramidalis
beneath. Panicle dense, pyramidal in flower

Leaves yellow green,

Common

in east Norfolk, scattered in the west.

Leaves with grey or white

felt

beneath, and without shining parallel hairs on
19

the veins. Panicles not dense, pyramidal in flower

19

Leaves roundish, margin undulate, thickly pilose and grey felted beneath. Panicle very long and narrow, with very showy, bright pink flowers.
R.

A

single

clump on top of Bard

Hill, Salthouse,

TG

04. This plant

is

incurvatus

mainly found in western

Britain.

Leaves tough, grey or white felted beneath, not softly pilose. Panicle large,
leafy, pyramidal corymbose. Petals pale pink. A large and aggressive species.
R.

TG

cissburiensis

Colney Hall Wood only. This regional endemic in southern England is one of the
brambles which has become a ‘noxious weed’ in parts of Australia, where it has to be eradicated by
10.

law.

20

A

robust species with long growing points clad with short, straight prickles.
large. Terminal leaflet ovate cordate, long acuminate softly pilose in exposure, but often rather thin to the touch in shade. Panicle rachis with a few
weak prickles and stalked glands, and with dense spreading hair. Mid branches
wide spreading
R. macrophyllus
Six scattered woodland sites in East Norfolk, and TF 60, Broadmeadow Plantation, South Rune-

Leaves

ton in the west.

Stem and moderately strong prickles becoming brick red. Leaflets (3)5-7, often
becoming convex, especially in the shade. Panicle long, slightly narrowed upwards, with long, slanting prickles and fairly many short stalked glands. Petals
R. polyanthemus
mid pink
The second most

frequent blackberry in Norfolk, occuring on most
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soil types.

Section Discolores
All plants with white felted leaves

1

Terminal

leaflets

and no stalked glands.

moderate, obovate with a rounded base and jagged above.

Flowers white
There

R. anglocandicans

few square miles of Breckland stretching from Emily’s
Wood, Weeting in TL 79, right across Stanford Training area to Mouse Hall, a distance of about
7 km, with one or two records in TL 88 to the south.
is

a thriving colony covering a

Leaves smaller or larger, not jagged. Flowers pink
2

2

brown. Prickles moderate, straight. Leaves large. Termroundish to broad ovate, shortly cuspidate, base entire, or
somewhat cordate. Panicles large, equal, round topped. Flowers pink, with
white filaments and green styles.
R. procerus
The misnamed ‘Himalayan Giant’ of horticulturalists. Widely scattered and increasing, especially
near habitations. In parts of the Fens where it has been much cultivated, it is rapidly becoming the

Stems
inal

thick, reddish

leaflets

most frequent roadside bramble.

Leaves smaller, not roundish to broad ovate. Panicles otherwise. Flowers, if
much deeper pink.
3

large

3

medium

Leaves of
(Fig. 12).

size,

roundish long acuminate with prominent toothing
stalked. Panicles large, long pyramidal. Petals

Terminal very long

bright pink, filaments pink, styles red, anthers

somewhat

pilose

R

winteri

Ketteringham Park Woods, in TG 10, where it is frequent by the roadside for about
300 yards. Otherwise, restricted in England to five vice counties in the north Midlands, but is
widespread on the continent.

North

side of

Leaves smaller. Terminal
pyramidal, flowers smaller
4

not

roundish,

shorter

stalked.

Panicles

not

4

Leaves small, neat, dark green and leathery above, sometimes pubescent
beneath. Oblong obovate acuminate with a rounded base. Panicles short or
long, narrow, roughly equal. Petals pale to deep pink roundish, crumpled.
Filaments white or pink, styles usually red
R. ulmifolius
Abundant. The common ‘hedgerow’ blackberry.
Leaves larger than ulmifolius , oblong obovate, acuminate, cuspidate, longer
margins undulate, long pilose beneath (Fig. 13). Panicle long,
dense. Petals roundish oblong, abruptly clawed at the base. Petals pink,
stalked, their

filaments white, styles greenish or yellowish
TL 79 Emily’s Wood, Weeting, a single clump. TG 10 Colney Hall Wood,

R. armipotens
a strong

colony in one

area.

Section Appendiculati

The most

difficult

group

to write a

key

for,

due

to the

number of

superficially

similar species.

1

Petals pink.

2

...

14

Petals white.
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2

3

Petals pink, styles green.

3

Petals pink, styles red.

7

Stems chocolate brown to purple, hirsute, with long, slender patent, yellow tipped prickles. Leaves medium to large, the terminal round, cordate, shortly
cuspidate, felted and pilose beneath (Fig. 14). Panicles long, hardly narrowed,
R. vestitus var. albiflorus
with pale pink flowers
The common type in Norfolk, especially abundant in woods. Fruit excellent for bramble jelly.
Stems not chocolate brown to purple, without long slender patent prickles.
4
Leaves not round. Panicle, if long, narrowed above.

4

Stem becoming brownish red, with very many slanting, yellowish prickles,
acicles and stalked glands. Leaves ovate to obovate acuminate. Panicles long,
leafy,

narrow pyramidal.

Chiefly in north eastern Norfolk and especially between

R. leyanus
Cromer and North Walsham. Also in

Blue Boar Lane, Sprowston. Otherwise this British endemic
western Britain, as far north as Flint.

Stem darker,

less heavily

is

found

in

26 vice counties in south

armed. Leaves variously shaped. Panicle not narrow

pyramidal
5

5

Stems deep red with broad based hooked prickles, those on the panicles being
especially long based and hooked (parrot beaked) with yellow tips. Leaflets fairly small, roundish obovate to roughly trapezoid in shape. Panicles fairly leafy,
with spreading branches, the pedicels ascending. Petals narrow, cupped, the
filaments pink
R. infestus
TG 12. A small colony on Booton Common. Otherwise, Suffolk, and mainly northern England

and Scotland.

Prickles not parrot beaked. Leaflets not trapezoid. Panicles longer. Petals not

narrow and cupped
6

Stems robust, purplish

6
red. Prickles moderate, subulate.

Stem clothed

in fairly

many short, equal, stalked glands. Terminal leaflet ovate, gradually
acuminate. The leaves pubescent and felted, with hard veins beneath. Panicle
many

to

usually rigid, almost equal with smallish flowers.
Frequent, especially in east Norfolk. Not found in the far west of the county.

R. radula

Stems deep red, the prickles very many, very long, patent or sigmoid, often
coalescing. Leaves large, roundish acuminate, the base cordate or truncate, softly pilose below. Apple green. Panicles usually long and narrow, with long,
bright red patent prickles and many stalked glands and acicles
R. raduloides

This form commonest near Norwich and especially

in the

Wensum

valley. (See also

under key

to

white flowers).

7

Stems chocolate brown to deep purple, hirsute, with long, slender yellow tipped patent prickles. Leaves medium to large, terminal round cordate, shortly
cuspidate, felted and pilose beneath (Fig. 14). Flowers large. Petals broad, deep
pink, filaments deep pink, styles red
R. vestitus var. vestitus
Scattered through woods in Norfolk, but not very common. May grow side by side with var.
albiflorus q.v.
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Stems without long slender patent prickles, not chocolate brown to deep purLeaves not round, petals narrower or paler
8

ple.

8

Stems rather greyish purple, with rather few slender prickles. Leaves large, imroundish oblong quadrate, mucronate to cuspidate
(Fig. 15). Panicle leafy, lax, few flowered, the branches long. Flowers large, the
R. mucronulatus
petals and filaments pale pink, the styles red-based
bricate, terminal broad,

Fairly frequent in north east Norfolk, rare in the west.

Stems,

if

dark greyish purple, then with more prickles. Leaves not large or imand few-flowered, then flowers much smaller.

bricate. If panicles lax, leafy

9
9

Stem purple, with moderate, stout based prickles, and few to many stout based
pricklets of various sizes. Terminal leaflets roundish ovate to obovate cuspidate
(Fig. 16), the apex often truncate and a little jagged. Panicle broad, equal, the
branches long ascending, felted and with very few prickles. Narrow petals and
filaments deep pink, styles red

R. boraeanus

Often abundant in north and central Norfolk in woods and hedgerows, becoming scarcer as one
goes south and west.

Stems usually without stout based pricklets. Terminal leaflets not obovate
cuspidate truncate at the apex. Panicle more strongly armed. Flowers in various
combinations of pink and red
10
10

more or less regularly jagged all round (Fig. 17), usually medium to
Stems becoming almost blackish in the sun. Flowers quite large, the
usually only pink based, or sometimes greenish yellow.

All leaves
small.
styles

R. echinatus
Frequent in places near Norwich, with one record each in the Waveney Valley,
(TL 98) and at Sandringham.

at

Garboldisham

Leaves not regularly jagged. Stems not blackish in the sun. Styles usually
1
bright red
1 1

Usually found with three leaflets, low growing and scrambling, with zig zag
panicle rachis, pale pink petals and red styles. If quinate leaved, then much
more robust, with large, many flowered panicles.
R. flexuosus
Most frequent along the Cromer ridge, with three or four other scattered sites. The quinate leaved
form, only a single bush by what is now the Weavers Way at Honing Common.
Usually with five
large

12

leaflets,

and luxuriant

more

as either

robust. Panicle neither small

forms offlexuosus

and

zig zag, or as

12

Stem becoming bright orange red. Panicle pyramidal, with fairly long, slender
branches. Leaves thin, pilose, hard to the touch. Sepals patent to erect. Petals
elliptic, obovate, glabrous, pink
R. glareosus

TG 04.

Pretty Corner, Sheringham. British endemic in south east England, west to Somerset and

Brecon.

Stem with no trace of orange. Panicle either stout and erect, or with roughly
patent branches. Leaves not hard
13
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13

Stem purple

in exposure. Leaves narrow obovate, softly pilose (Fig. 18). Panibroadly pyramidal, with patent mid branches. Sepals rising, purplish with
stalked glands. Petals pink, ovate, notched
R. moylei
TG 10 Colney Hall Wood. Another endemic of southern England with its next nearest known site

cle

70 miles away.

Stem becoming bright

red. Leaves ovate to obovate, coarsely hairy and rough to
the touch (Fig. 19). Panicles stout and erect. Sepals leafy tipped, clasping the
bright red unripe fruit which are often partly defective. Petals bright pink,
elliptic, with a claw, pilose
R. rufescens
Frequent especially in dark woods

14

15

as far

west as Honeypot Wood, Wendling.

Petals white, styles green

15

Petals white, styles red

21

Stem becoming pale orange red with yellowish, short straight prickles. Leaves
broad ovate acuminate, pale green and softly hairy below (Fig. 20). Panicles
erect, pilose, with relatively few prickles. Sepals roughly spreading, light green,
petals broad, ovate

R. surrejanus

TG

TL

Forest ride north west of Emily’s Wood Weeting, in
79, and, in
10, Colney Hall
where it is frequent. Northernmost station for another regional endemic.

Wood

Stems not pale orange red with pale greenleaves and sepals. Panicles usually
pendant, or if erect, more strongly armed. Petals usually narrower
16
16

Stems becoming

light red, coarsely pilose, with
Leaves ovate, long acuminate. Panicles usually
pendant. Anthers pilose

fairly
fairly

weak, slanting prickles.
densely pyramidal and
R. criniger

Frequent over a large area of central Norfolk, and first described by Rev. E. F. Linton from a Norfolk gathering. A scattered British endemic, occurring north to Durham and the Isle of Man.

Anthers not pilose
17

17

Stems grey green, becoming orange red. Leaflets always in threes, grey green,
usually obovate. Panicle like R. criniger , but usually with one or two very long,
ascending lower branches. Anthers not pilose. A. Newton suggests that it could
(
R. criniger var. trifolius’
be called
present author is not convinced, as the general colouring does not match that species. An
Essex and south Suffolk endemic which has one station in west Norfolk in TF 60 at Broadmeadow
Plantation, South Runcton.

The

Stem and
18

leaves not grey green. If ternate leaved, then not robust.

18

Stem greyish purple. Leaves

softly hairy, broad obovate truncate cuspidate.
Panicle pyramidal, with few or no prickles, but with scattered long stalked
glands among the very long shaggy hair with which the panicle and branches
are clad.
‘Thursford blackberry'

An unknown

local taxon, quite unlike any species known to A. Newton. Superficially like R.
which is one of the Sylvatici, the present plant is much too glandular for that group.
TF 93. Thursford Wood. TG 03. Holmes Wood and Wood Severalls, Melton Constable. TG 13,
Common Plantation, Aylmerton. TG 23. Old John’s Wood, Gunton. At each site it is frequent to

subinermoides

dominant.

Panicles without long shaggy hair

19
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19

Stems becoming blotched purple, especially on the angles, the blotches soon
coalescing. Prickles patent to falcate, purple with a yellowish tip. Stalked
glands numerous, some on the panicles quite long and pallid. Leaves thin, flac-

very convex in the shade, obovate acuminate and a little jagged (Fig.
dark red. Panicles broadly pyramidal, with long branches,
nodding and often conspicuous drooping down the sides of hedgerows. Petals
faintly pink in bud, then pure white, ovate with an abrupt claw, notched at the
apex
R. norvicensis
cid at

first,

21). Panicle rachis

Frequent to abundant in East Norfolk, from Norwich to north west of Aylsham.
be a regional endemic. See Introduction.

Stems and prickles not purple. Leaves not thin,
and drooping

Now

proved

flaccid or convex. Panicles not

20

large

20

to

Stem

slender, scrambling, yellow green, with orange prickles and stalked
glands. Leaflets usually 3 rarely 4. Panicle small, round topped, with small

flowers and eventually erect sepals

R. iceniensis

Locally abundant in the vicinity of Norwich, with a few outlying stations. Erroneously named R
menkei Weihe ap Bluff & Fingerh.’ by E. F. Linton and subsequent workers. The latter is a continental species, while R. iceniensis does not occur outside East Norfolk, so far is at present known.
‘

Stem dark red with long patent

prickles. Panicle prickles also long, slender

and

patent. Leaves softly hairy, obovate. Panicles usually erect, dense, equal

R. raduloides
The white flowered form seems fairly distinct, though the stem armature is identical to the pink
flowered form. The present plant occurs from Hockering Wood, TG 01, to Swanton Novers and
Thursford, TF 93-TG 03.

21

Stem and lower part of panicle rachis glabrous. Leaves hard, dark green. Occasionally some upper panicle leaves white felted. Panicle leafy, roughly equal.
Petals glabrous, obovate, notched.

TG

10.

Colney Hall Wood.

TG

20

&

21.

R. echinatoides
Mousehold Heath.

Stem and panicle rachis pilose. Leaves if hard, small, not white felted. Petals
22
not notched
22

Stem deep purple, with

slender, slanting prickles. Leaves soft, ovate to obovate
acuminate cuspidate, a little jagged. Sepals spreading. Petals narrow ovate to
R. trichodes
rhomboid.
TG 23. Low Common, Gunton. Otherwise a regional endemic occurring in east and west Kent,
Surrey and Herts.

Stem not deep purple with slender slanting

prickles.

Leaves not

soft,

usually

smaller, not ovate or obovate acuminate cuspidate.

23

23

Stem purplish, with many strong

slanting to curved prickles and intermediate
Leaves smallish, neat, roughly polygonal, truncate based (Fig. 22).
Panicle very large, with many flowered spreading branches, the lower rising,
R. adamsii
and mid branches patent. Petals ovate elliptic, glabrous
pricklets.

Locally frequent in north western Norfolk in the vicinity of the Birchams, extending to
Syderstone Common. One east Norfolk station at Bacton Woods.

Stems more weakly armed,

leaflets

not polygonal, panicles not very broad.

24
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24

Leaves obovate with long acuminate tips often curved to one side. Panicles
slender, pyramidal, sepals spreading. Usually a smallish bush with a tendency
for the leaves and sepals to go purple in the sun. Petals white, elliptic, glabrous.
Styles deep reddish purple
R. pallidus

TG

21. Sprowston Wood and Thorpe St. Andrews. A pallidus type plant, with very large leaves
and green styles which is abundant in woodland at Langley (TG 30) has been omitted.

Robust low spreading branches lay over the top of everything

Leaves dark

else.

green, ovate acuminate with a short, slender tip. Panicle long, equal, with widely spaced short patent branches. Nodding. Petals narrow obovate, pilose

R. insectifolius
Scattered in the county, but mainly in the east. Often dominant where

it

occurs.

Section Glandulosi
1

Stem glabrous, reddish brown, densely armed all round with long patent
prickles, pricklets, acicles and stalked glands, all intergraded and with all but
the longest prickles gland tipped. Leaves obovate (Fig. 23) to narrow obovate
(Fig. 24), hard to the touch. Sometimes resembling horse chestnut in the shade.
Flowers large with very long, narrow obovate bright pink petals

R. hylocharis

Common

in the east

of the county. Rather rare in the west.

Stems usually somewhat hairy. Not reddish brown. Leaves,
and narrow obovate. Petals not long and narrow, obovate.
2

if

hard, not large
2

Stem reddish purple,

pilose and densely armed, the prickles not as strong as the
Leaves obovate, softly pilose beneath. Panicles usually few flowered with
pink, elliptic petals. Styles green, or occasionally salmon pink
last.

R. dasyphyllus

Common

in

woods and on heaths on most

soils.

Stem, if reddish purple, not as strongly armed. Leaves not
numerous. If pink, then with red styles
3

Stem bright brick

red, strongly

soft.

Flowers more
3

armed, the prickles orange red to stem colour.
narrow pyramidal. Petals

Leaflets small, hard, ovate acuminate. Panicle long,

R. marshallii

bright pink, ovate, glabrous, styles red

TG

Colney Hall Wood. Another oddity, well away from it’s usual haunts. A regional endemic
found otherwise in 1 1 vice counties from Kent to Beds to Hereford to Hants.
10.

Stems not bright brick
4

red.

Flowers white with green

styles

4

Stems dark brown, pruinose with small dark red slanting prickles. Leaves hard,
dark glossy green. Panicles with all branches rising. The cupped petals are
R. lintonii
white, narrow obovate and pilose

TG 20 &
Gt.

21.

Wood. A

TG

TG

22. Hevingham Park and Haveringland
21. Sprowston.
disjunct endemic occurring in East Norfolk, Herts, and Staffs.

Mousehold Heath.

Slender, sprawling plant. Stem very pilose with dense purplish long stalked
glands, acicles and slender prickles. Panicle leaflets often glandular all round
the margin. Panicle very leafy,, with two or three round topped branches bearR. 'serpens' group.
ing very small greenish white flowers.
Frequent in woodland at Pond Hills, Hempstead. TG 13. I have seen the same plant at Tattingstone, East Suffolk (TM 13) and on Berkhamstead Common, Herts.
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Discussion
It can be seen from the foregoing that the Rubus flora of Norfolk, while including
most of the widespread species that one would expect, also has its own specialities.
In addition there are quite a number of species, some of which may be locally frequent, which are well outside their normal range within the British Isles. While it is
probably correct that some of these must have been spread by migrating birds, this
theory would seem a bit far fetched for such a species as Rubus leyanus whose range
is in the far south west of England and Wales. An odd bush could be accounted for
by inverse migration, but not two distinct areas covering a total of nearly two 10 km
squares. Similarly with Rubus leptotyrsos which is abundant, and often the dominant species on the Sandringham estate, and occurs nowhere else in the county.
Here one may ask, ‘Were the trees which make up Sandringham Woods, raised in
Scottish nurseries?’ These, and may other intriguing questions will probably never

receive a satisfactory answer.
are several woods in the county containing a total of twelve or more
has been suggested that a high number of bramble species indicates a site
of some antiquity, and this would appear proven, when one looks at the history of
Swanton Novers Great Wood and Foxley Park. The two woods with the largest
number of species are Holme’s Wood, Melton Constable, with 17 or 18 species, all of
which are plants to be found elsewhere in the county, and including the supposedly
local endemic ‘Thursford Blackberry’, and Colney Hall Wood, with perhaps one
species less. So far as is known, Colney must be put down as an enigma. While not
pouring cold water on its claims to antiquity, one must have some reservations
about a wood which contains no less than five species with no other local sites. In

There

species.

It

addition, a sixth species is the horticultural Rubus procerus. The five species mentioned are Rubus armipotens , R. cissburiensis , R. marshallii, R. moylei and R. surrejanus. All these species are endemics, and while R. armipotens is reasonably
widespread, and R. surrejanus does extend towards Norfolk, the other three are to
be found mainly to the south of the Thames. This suggests that either a large flock
of marauding fieldfares and redwing must have arrived on a Surrey common, had a
large feed, then migrated a hundred miles or more in the wrong direction, or the
plant must have arrived by some human agency. Again, we shall never know!
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SMOOTH RUPTUREWORT, HERNIARIA GLABRA
IN WEST NORFOLK
Mrs.
‘Lot

1’,

J.

L.,

E. Gaffney

Whitsands Road, Swaffliam, Norfolk

Introduction
one of the rare plants of Breckland, recorded as vulnerable in
(Perring & Farrell, 1983). It is a mat-forming plant,
growing in chalky sand, requiring some compaction of the soil. Since 1980 I have
been monitoring the West Norfolk populations annually at Methwold Warren (TL
Herniaria glabra L.
the British

is

Red Data Book

7592, 7692, 7693, 7694), Cranwich Camp (TL 7794), Cranwich Heath (TL 7792,
7793), and Weeting (TL 7691, 7791, 7891). In addition I have studied the development of individual plants at Swafffiam Heath (TF 7609). All these sites except
Cranwich Camp are in rides in Forestry Commission pine plantations.
Herniaria has been known in the Swaflham Heath/Beechamwell area for over a
hundred years, in cultivated or fallow ground until the 1930s and in the Forestry
Commission plantations since the 1960s. It was known as a weed of cultivated
ground at Feltwell, near Methwold Warren, from 1913 until 1922, at times abundant, and recorded in the Methwold Forestry Commission plantations from 1966
onwards. For Cranwich there is a record for 1924, but no further records until 1975
and my own findings in 1981. I found one Weeting site in 1982, and have found
further sites there in 1986.

Annual monitoring
Where Herniaria grows

in forest rides it is fairly simple to make a population count
and estimate the position of each colony by walking slowly each side of the ride,
counting paces until plants are found, and then counting those plants within a further paced distance. The number of paces can be related to the length of the ride on
the 1:25,000 O.S. map, and a rough estimate made of the position of the plants.
This counting method is far from exhaustive, but to mark and count every plant in
the eight or so kilometres of ride that I cover would be too time-consuming. In 1985
I found 605 Herniaria plants, and 623 in 1986. They can be found within much the
same area each year, with occasional extensions or reductions, or even temporary extinctions. It is possible to find plants re-appearing in an area from which they have
been missing for two or three years.

A

may consist of just three or four plants scattered along a 400 metre
can be as many as 170 within a 20 metre stretch. One well-populated
colony at Cranwich held 201 plants over 80
in 1982, 201
in 1981, 254 in 100
in 100
in 1983, dropping to 111 plants during heavy use of the ride in 1984,
rising to 246 Over 120
in 1985 as the ride settled down, with 199 plants in 90
in 1986. The largest plants grow in well-used rides, especially the Fire Roads. In
these rides, where the wheel tracks are almost bare of vegetation, Herniaria grows at
the sides and centre of the ride,' where the competing vegetation is shortest. It can
also be found in less used rides, where grass grows right across, and here it grows in
the actual wheel tracks. Shading seems unimportant, since one site is on the north
side of a stand of mature pines, while other sites are in full sun.
colony

ride, or there

m

m

m

m

m

Forestry operations can be temporarily destructive, especially clear-felling or
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thinning. Felled logs awaiting collection are laid along the sides of rides where Herniaria may be growing, and the heavy vehicle use destroys most plant life, especially

where

tractors turn into a ride as they

prising

how

quickly a ride will settle

come out from the trees. However, it is surthe work has finished, and often an

down once

which was becoming too overgrown for Herniaria will be opened up, and an increased number of plants results. In general the cycle of forestry work is ideal for
Herniaria , since moderate use by vehicles keeps down the competing vegetation and
possibly serves as a means of seed distribution. The use of herbicides in young plantations is no problem, as they are only used among the trees. Some rides are
‘swiped’ to cut the taller vegetation and prevent scrub growth, but these are mostly
rides not best suited to Herniaria. It is not a suitable control method to encourage
Herniaria , since the cut grass tends to lie in the barer areas where the plants are
area

most

likely to

grow.

of associated species is long (114 species). Some of the commonest are
plants of waysides, such as Achillea millefolium
Holcus lanatus, Matricaria
matricarioides, Plantago lanceolata, P. major Senecio jacobaea and Trifolium repens ,
and many are plants preferring a calcareous soil, such as Acinos arvensis, Daucus
carota, Knautia arvensis} Reseda lutea and Sedum acre. (Nomenclature follows

The

list

,

,

,

Clapham, Tutin & Warburg, 1981).
At Cranwich Camp Herniaria grows in a different situation. This is a Ministry
of Defence camp from which all huts were removed about ten years ago. Herniaria
grows in an area 6 x 6 m of almost bare chalk near to a hut site, and has decreased in
number each year since I first found it in 1982, so it may not persist. The camp is
mown annually, and the seed may have been introduced on tractor wheels.

Monitoring individual plants
I have kept individual Herniaria plants under observation at Swaflham
Heath, in a ride where I first found it in 1977. In the first two years forestry work
kept destroying my plants, but after the ride was scraped bare and rolled in the
winter of 1981 there was a good germination (202 plants) in 1982 and no further
disturbance until autumn 1985. I set up two plots, each 50 cm square, about 25
metres apart, and checked each plant in these plots at intervals of four to six weeks
from September 1982 until the autumn of 1985 when pine-thinning destroyed
them. During this period the gate at the entrance to the ride was kept locked, so it
was used only by the occasional forestry vehicle, and by pedestrians and infrequent
horse-riders. This was not really sufficient use, and vegetation encroached from the
sides of the ride and grew tall in the centre, so that from being 70% bare in 1982,
the plots had 100% cover by 1985.

Since 1980

In these plots there were a total of 21 Herniaria plants in 1982, of which 9 survived until the forestry work in 1985, with three of these flowering and fruiting in
all four seasons. They achieved their greatest size in their second summer, decreasing then in maximum size each year as shoots died back or were broken off. (Shoots
become brittle as the plant ages, especially in the winter). Each year’s new shoots
failed to reach the length of those in the second year. The largest plant grew to 22 x
1 5 cm, not as large as Herniaria can grow at Cranwich or Methwold, where plants
can be over 40 cm in diameter. All plants except one had become very small and
unhealthy looking by the time the forestry work destroyed them, and would probably not have survived the winter. The one exception still had strong healthy
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shoots.

The work

December 1985, and

finished in

this year I

found 46 plants in the

ride.

In general growth begins in April, with new shoots appearing in the axils of the
previous year’s leaves, and continues until July or August. The first flowers appear
in June and flowers can still be seen in October. At Cranwich I have seen a flower in
November, after two severe air frosts. Fruits are visible in August, but the single
seed cannot be seen since the entire fruit drops from the plant. Even a plant reduced
shoot will produce flowers and fruits. Although some
by damage to a single 15
leaves turn yellow and drop off in the late summer, green leaves remain throughout

mm

the plant’s

life.

During the four seasons that I kept these plots under observation I found only
two new plants, one in 1983 which was presumably a new seedling, and one which
was a broken shoot that rooted. Apart from this rooting of a broken shoot I have
seen no rooting except the main tap root, even though shoots are often partly buried
in loose soil washed over them by rain. The lack of germination in these plots was
presumably due to the encroachment of other vegetation, leaving insufficient bare
ground.

The

effects of

weather

on Herniaria, leaves being quite green and
drought does cause distress. During the
midsummer drought of 1983, with June, July and August having less than a third of
their average rainfall and July also being very hot, Herniaria plants stopped growing, some shoots died completely and others died back part way. Fresh growth occurred in September after the end of the drought. In contrast there was a cold spring
drought in 1984, with rainfall and temperatures below average until late May. The
result of this was that some shoots died back in May, and the main growth period
was late May to August. One side effect of heavy rainfall if it coincides with forestry
work is that the rides get very cut up, rather than the desired effect (for Herniaria) of
compaction by vehicle use.

Temperature appears

to

have

unmarked even when snow

little effect

is

lying, but

Germination
I have had no success in observing Herniaria germination in the field, it may be
of interest to record my observations on seed sown in my own garden. With seed
from the Cambridge Botanic Garden I sowed a plot 50 x 50 cms in well-trodden
gravel in September 1981, and found the first well-grown seedlings in August 1982.
There has been a succession of plants ever since, some flowering for three seasons
before dying. The plot needs to be hand-weeded, or the Herniaria would be choked
out by Taraxacum officinale Poa annua and other garden weeds. In May 1985 after
clearing all weeds I counted 10 mature and 338 seedling Herniaria within the 50 x
50 cm plot. Some seedlings bore only the first pair of leaves. The original seed was
still viable in August 1984 when pot-sown seed produced a good germination. I was
given two pot-grown Herniaria plants from the Cambridge Botanic Garden in
September 1981. These were flowering and fruiting, and under each plant mat were
dozens of seedlings, with only the first pair of leaves, some with the fruit still attached to one cotyledon. It appears that germination can take place at any time during

As

,

the growing season,

whenever conditions are
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suitable.

Details of my findings have been submitted annually to the Nature Conservancy

Council

Peterborough.

at
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Mousetail, Myosurus minimus L., in East Norfolk — This tiny plant, normally of damp cornfields is now considered to be one of the endangered species of
arable land. It is therefore worthwhile recording the known history of a colony
which is not on arable land, but has nevertheless managed to persist for at least
eleven years in good numbers.

The colony, at Little London, Corpusty, was first found by Mrs M. A. Brewster
on 7 May 1976, on the edge of a meadow and the adjacent stream bank, where the
ground had become bare due to trampling by cattle during the winter. In the first
season, about 100 plants were seen, but it was not refound during 1977. In 1978,
there were ‘hundreds of plants’, but none were seen in 1979, or 1982. However, in
1980, Mrs Brewster estimated 3,000+ plants, and in 1983 5,000 + In 1985 she
comments in her notes that mousetail was very poor this year as there was too much
grass, and in 1986, though there was still too much grass, she estimated 1,000 +
plants spread over a wide area.
.

The obvious reason for the persistence of the plant at Little London, is the
trampling by cattle, if not actually during the winter, at least late the previous
autumn, and it is significant that Mrs Brewster mentions the importance of the sites
where the cattle go down to the stream to drink.
This

is

Alec Bull,

the only

known colony

Hillcrest, East

in

Norfolk

at

the

moment.

Tuddenham, Dereham, Norfolk.

A FURTHER NOTE ON LlMONIUM

BELLIDIFOLIUM

—

In describing the present

of Limonium bellidifolium in West Norfolk (v.c.28) in these Transactions (1986:
27(3), 190) I said that I had not been able to visit one well known locality, the Lodge
Marsh at Wells. Thanks to the kindness of Mr P. Banham of the Field Study
Centre, I was able to repair this omission in July 1986. We found the plant
flourishing in all suitable habitats, that is on the higher parts of the marsh, where
shingle is covered by a thin layer of mud. Associated species were L. binervosum
(abundant) and occasional Frankenia laevis , with Sueaeda vera never far away. It
would not appear that there has been any recent change here.
state

C. P. Petch,

The Manor House, Wolferton,

Norfolk.
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THE DISTRIBUTION AND STATUS OF SNAKES
J.

IN

NORFOLK

Buckley

77 Janson Road, Southampton

Introduction

The

rarer

amphibians of Norfolk have been well studied (Buckley, 1985; Buckley,

1986), but the same is not true for the commoner reptile and amphibian species.
These species are found throughout the county and their patterns of distribution are

now that a relatively large number of
county send their records in regularly.
The maps presented in this paper show the distribution of Norfolk’s snakes on a
tetrad basis for the first time and it is hoped that they will act as a stimulus for further recording. The paper also provides information for interested persons to be
able to find and identify snakes within the county.
only just becoming clear because

it is

only

naturalists active in different parts of the

Three snakes are native to England but one of these, the smooth snake
Coronella austriaca (Laurenti), has not been found in Norfolk. It is now confined to
lowland heaths in the south of the country although in late pleistocene times it had a
wider distribution (Holman, 1985). The grass snake, Natrix natrix (Linn.), and the
adder or viper, Vipera berus (Linn.), are both well within their geographical range in
Norfolk and are found throughout the county.

and Habits
The grass snake is the larger of the two

Identification

snakes, typically up to 90 cm (3 feet) long
brown, olive green, or olive grey on its upper surface with black
dots forming vertical bars on the sides of the body and two rows of smaller dots
alternately arranged on its back. There is a yellow, orange or pink collar behind the
head usually divided in the middle and bordered posteriorly by two subtriangular or
crescentic black blotches. The belly is chequered with black or bluish black on a
grey, pale yellow or greenish cream background. The throat is white or pale yellow.

(Fig.

1). It is

olive

When

picked up

it

The

grass snake

is

usually writhes and emits a foul-smelling fluid from the
noted for its ability to feign death when alarmed. The
snake’s body becomes limp, the mouth gapes open and it may remain in this state
for some minutes.

vent.

The

also

is described in Appleby (1971), Smith (1951),
and Frazer (1983). It favours secluded sunny spots beside thick grass,
bushy vegetation, and reeds or rushes often near still or flowing water. Damp
meadows, marshes, banks of streams, canals, and rivers as well as ponds, ditches
and lakes are its favoured habitat. In short it is a wetland species. Unlike the other
species of reptile to be found in Norfolk, it lays eggs. Favoured egg laying sites are
manure heaps, piles of compost, sawdust or similar material where the warmth
generated by decomposition can incubate the eggs. Clutches of about 10 or 20 eggs,
depending on the size of the female, are laid in June or July. The eggs are 2-4 cm
long and 1-2 cm in diameter and rounded at both ends. The young snakes normally
hatch out in August or September.

general biology of this snake

Street (1979)

(1965) described an annual migration to and from the marshes at
this very little has been written about the behaviour of
these snakes in Norfolk. Most observations are limited to a brief sighting. Table 1
Ellis

Wheatfen but apart from

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Fig.

1

Grass snake. Juvenile from

New

Forest, Hants.

suggests an emergence from hibernation in April and a retirement in September in

most

years.

has a fairly heavy body with a short tail, adults averaging 45-55 cm
2). It is easily recognised by a dark zig zag stripe along
the middle of the back. The back of the head tends to have a dark, forward pointing
V-shaped mark. A dark streak extends backwards from the eye to the angle of the
jaw and may continue on to the neck. The pupil is a vertical slit (like a cat’s),
whereas the grass snake has a round pupil. The throat is white or yellow often
tinged with black, brown, orange or red. The belly is grey or grey-blue to brownblack, uniform or dappled with light spots. The sexes can usually be distinguished
by their coloration alone. The ground colour of the male is white, silvery white,
pale grey or yellow with vivid uniform black markings. In the female the ground
colour is yellow, brown-white, brown, red-brown or coppery with dark brown or
dark red markings.

The adder

(18-21 inches) in length (Fig.

Table

1.

The number of sightings of snakes

month

per

(data

from

all

years 1960-1986).

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Grass snake

0

1

2

17

22

32

31

32

25

9

1

0

Adder

0

0

5

21

14

8

15

12

6

3

2

0

Month
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Dec

Fig. 2 Adder.

Male from Westleton,

E. Suffolk.

When disturbed an adder may hiss loudly to warn off any potential threat.
However, it is not an aggressive snake and normally retreats into the vegetation at
any hint of danger.
The adder

occupies a variety of habitats in Britain such as moors, sandy heaths,

meadows, chalk downs, rocky hillsides, rough commons, the edges of woods and
copses, sunny glades, forest clearings, road and field verges, stone quarries, rubbish
dumps and coastal dunes. It does not avoid marshes and low lying areas provided
there are sufficient dry banks (Street, 1979). The adder is viviparous, bearing 3 to
20 young in August or September. Table 1 suggests that the adder emerges from

hibernation in April and retires in late September. As in the case of the grass snake
little has been written about the adder in Norfolk.

A clear view of an adder or grass snake should present the observer with no prois more difficult to identify a snake moving through
glimpse of the body may be all that is obtained. A grass
snake is a long slender snake and seems to take a long time to pass a fixed point in
the vegetation. The adder being stockier seems to pass by more rapidly. If the snake
has not been greatly disturbed it may return to bask in the same spot later in the day
or on subsequent days, so that its identity may be established on a return visit.
Adders often use regular basking places, but grass snakes do not. The only other
possible way to confirm the presence of a snake is to look for a sloughed skin.

blem of

identification.

vegetation,

when

It

just a

Snakes shed their skin several times

a year
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and

it is

relatively easy to identify a

Fig. 3

Sloughed skins of grass snake

(left)

and adder

(right),

showing head

scales.

slough (pronounced ‘slufF). During the process of sloughing the skin is rolled
backwards from around the mouth over the animal’s body so that it is inside out
when found. By holding the slough against a light background the darker markings
of the snake show up quite clearly in contrast to lighter parts when the scales are
more translucent. Often the slough is found in one piece and examination of the top
of the head can readily identify the snake. The scales on an adder’s head are smaller
and more numerous than on a grass snake (Fig. 3). The number of scales on a line
between the eyes is five on the adder and three on the grass snake.

Adder

Bites

Adders are

still

feared because of their bite. Early

symptoms

in

humans include

and discoloration, vomiting, diarrhoea and collapse which resolves
spontaneously. Whilst bites can have a debilitating effect on humans and also
livestock and domestic animals, deaths are extremely rare. Reid (1976) reviewed 95
cases of adder bite which had occurred in the previous 100 years and suggested that
in most cases simple treatment of symptoms was enough but that all cases should be
carefully monitored. In cases with persistent or recurrent shock the use of Zagreb
antivenin is indicated and in the case of adults its use should be considered to
minimise morbidity from local effects. Children recover quickly from a bite, a
quarter within one week and the rest within two or three weeks. Adults take longer,
only one third within three weeks and the rest up to nine months.
local swelling
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Reid (1976) records 14 deaths from adder bites in his sample of 95 but this does
not indicate the fatality rate since an unknown number of people fail to report bites.
Also some of the earlier fatalities could have been due to the old Pasteur E. R.
antivenin used before 1969. The British National Formulary 1974-76 stated ‘the
bite is less dangerous than the antiserum’. In order to get a sense of proportion into
the seriousness with which to view adder bites, Reid noted that between 1950 and
1972 there had been one death due to an adder bite and 61 deaths from bee or wasp
stings. Langton (1986) gives information about animal-related deaths in 1983. In
that year no person died from an adder bite but six deaths were associated with
insect stings, three with bulls, two with dogs and 33 with horses. Reid noted that
most bites had occurred in men who had foolishly picked up an adder. He cites one
ironic example of a man who picked up the severed head of an adder 20 minutes
after he had cut it off: he was bitten and suffered severe poisoning. The best advice,
as given by Morton (1960), must be to leave adders well alone as they only bite if
trodden on or picked up.

Recent Records and Distribution
Records sent to the Society by members and

others since 1960 have been plotted as
square) maps. There has been no systematic attempt to survey
and to some extent the distribution of the species may reflect the
activities of observers. There is certainly scope for our knowledge of the species’
distribution to be extended and updated. Doubtful and unconfirmed records have
been omitted from the maps together with some where the precise locality could not
be determined but full details have been supplied to the Biological Records Centre
at Monks Wood and to the data bank at the Castle Museum, Norwich.

km

tetrad (2
x 2
areas for snakes

km

The grass snake is found in two main areas linked by the valleys of the Little
Ouse and Waveney in the south (Fig. 4). The distribution of this snake in East Norfolk is broadly the same as described by Ellis (1965) when he stated that it was common in the vicinity of the River Yare and Waveney. It is still rare on the land about
the Ant and the Thurne but more common at sites along the middle Bure valley
than would have been expected from Ellis’ description. South of Norwich the grass
snake is found along the River Tas and occasionally at sites between the Yare and
Tas. It has also been recorded at a site on the River Tud.
In the west of the county this snake has been recorded at sites along the Nar
Valley and River Thet, Breckland meres, River Wissey and associated areas. The
absence of records from the western 10 km squares of the county indicates a need
for field work to establish whether this snake is indeed rare in the Fens.
The adder records show a distribution (Fig. 5) which is markedly different from
of the grass snake. Just as Ellis (1965) observed, it is found in the northern part
of Broadland about the Thurne and Ant and sparingly in the valleys of the Bure and
Waveney. One of the main strongholds remains the coast dunes and adjacent dune
heath. It is also found on heaths north-west of Norwich and heathland associated
with the Holt-Cromer ridge. Unlike the grass snake it is rare or absent in most of
south east Norfolk but found on heaths, commons and rough land in central Norfolk. It is also known from heaths and fens in west Norfolk, the Breckland and along
the Waveney/Little Ouse. Both snakes are absent from the north coast in West
Norfolk.

that
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Fig. 4 Grass snake.

Fig. 5 Adder.

Tetrad distribution

Tetrad distribution

map showing

map showing
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post- 1975 records.

post- 1975 records.

The adder

more restricted to suitable habitat than
which is the snake more likely to be encountered by the public and
naturalists away from its obvious strongholds. Perhaps this reflects a behavoural difference or that the loss of suitable adder habitats is more advanced than for that of
gives the impression of being

the grass snake

the grass snake.

Changes in Status and Conservation
There can be no doubt that both these species have declined in abundance since the
middle of the last century when Southwell (1871) commented upon their status. He
recorded the adder to be frequent on heaths and waste places and although the same
is broadly true today such habitats are now much rarer. The massive afforestration
of Breckland from the 1920s onwards came close to completely destroying a unique
landscape and has deprived adders and grass snakes of a vast area of suitable habitat.
Between 1880 and 1968 about 70 percent of the area of heathland was lost, mainly
to conifers but some to agriculture (Duffey, 1976). In East Norfolk smaller blocks of
heathland have been afforested with similar deleterious effects for wildlife. Many
heaths have been ploughed up, e.g. Massingham Heath, Coxford Heath and
heathland adjacent to Roydon Common (Petch and Swann, 1968). Gravel extraction has also resulted in the loss of heathland or rough grass at other sites. A brief
survey of heathland between 1971 and 1982 recorded a 10 percent loss. Losses were
66 ha to agriculture, 12 ha to forestry and 27 ha to a golf course. There has been no
systematic search of the literature for old adder sites but it is interesting to note that
a stuffed adder in the Norwich Castle Museum is labelled ‘Cossey 1904’ and that
the species is no longer to be found there today. Ellis (1965) recorded a decline in
this species round about the broads of the Thurne and Ant. Clearly the adder has

become

extinct at

some

sites

and

rarer at others.

Southwell (1871) considered the grass snake to be not as common as formerly
but still abundant in many places. Miller and Skertchly (1878) described it as very
common in all parts of the fens. The same cannot be said to be true today. As with
the adder, loss of habitat is the main problem and Langton (1986) has suggested that
systematic persecution by humans could be a serious factor causing decline at some
sites. Presst et al (1974) considered changes in the status of these snakes nationally
by comparing the number of vice county records in 1948, 1963 and 1973 for each
species. They concluded that a decline might have taken place recently in the
numbers of each species. More recently Cooke and Scorgie (1983) conducted a
survey of the status of the commoner amphibians and reptiles in Britain. They used
a questionnaire and asked for the status in 1980 of the various species, the change in
status since 1970 if any, and the reason for any change in status. The responses were
then processed to produce indices of abundance (range 0-1) and changes of status
(range -1 to + 1) on a regional basis. In East Anglia the grass snake was considered to
be widespread but not common (index 0.73) and the adder local and not common,
except for parts of the Essex Coast, the Suffolk coastal heaths and Norfolk (index
0.66). The responses of the 10 East Anglian correspondents indicated that both
snakes had decreased but the adder (index of change -0.4) more so than the grass
snake (index of change -0.14). The observers cited habitat loss as the reason for the

The four common reptiles showed a similar trend in their
decline throughout the country, it being most severe in central and S.E. England
and decreasing to the west and north. Cooke and Scorgie (1983) interpreted the
reptiles’ decline in status.
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change in status as indicating the detrimental effect of continued habitat loss
without any compensatory effects. They likened the situation of the reptiles to that
of the frog in the 1960s when habitat loss was not compensated by an increased
number of garden ponds.
Snakes in Norfolk are in a situation which is likely to become worse. Not only
can their habitats still be lost to agriculture, afforestation, urban development and
gravel extraction but also, by succession, to woodland. There is a need to protect
heaths not only against physical loss but also against woodland succession (Tubbs,
1985). National Nature Reserves protect some of the best wildlife habitats in the
county and some of these are good for snakes but in each part of the county the best
sites for reptiles and amphibians should be scheduled as S.S.S.I.s. It is especially
important that egg laying sites and hibernation areas should be protected.
Local planning authorities need to understand that small pockets of rough or
hold important populations of reptiles and planning permission
should not be readily given in such circumstances. Developers should no longer
hide their profit motives behind the image of heroic struggle to reclaim a heath or
marsh. Greater acclaim and satisfaction should result from maintaining such
derelict land often

habitats.

Fortunately the Forestry Commission has now been given the responsibility of
furthering nature conservation in its woodlands as the result of an amendment to
the Wildlife and Countryside Act. Already ten sites in Wareham Forest and eight or
more in Ringwood Forest have been designated for reptile conservation (Keith
Corbett, pers. comm.). The sites average 2-3 ha and it is to be hoped that similar
sites will

be identified and established in Norfolk’s Forestry Commission holdings.

the other commoner amphibians and reptiles need to
have their habitats protected but they would also benefit from legal protection such
the smooth snake, sand lizard, natterjack toad
as that given to the rarer species
and great crested newt. The Fauna and Flora Preservation Society proposes legal

Not only do snakes and

—

the other species including the adder. Langton (1986) sets out the
and highlights the need for an education programme to help
change the general public’s attitude towards snakes.

protection for

all

case for such action

Snakes are interesting predators which are always exciting to encounter but
is a need to improve their image in the minds of the general public. It could be
helped by giving snakes greater legal protection but their continued survival
depends upon the protection of their habitats. If sites for reptiles and amphibians
are not awarded S.S.S.I. status, then at least a nature reserve or management agreement should be sought. Landowners of heathland and marsh should be encouraged

there

to

for

manage the
doing

habitat sympathetically

and when necessary, receive

financial help

so.

many ways; by recording their observations, supporting
County Trust and Nature Conservancy Council, undertaking

Naturalists can help in
the actions of the
their

own

sites to

conservation projects, and putting the case for conservation of particular
land owners and planners.
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A thin stream of interesting and significant records was
PLANT NOTES FOR 1 986
received during the year. The North American alien ‘tarweed’, Amsinckia intermedia, continues to extend its range in the county as a weed of arable land, and
one which is presumably reasonably resistant to herbicides. On the other hand, it
was gratifying to receive new 10 km records of three plants now regarded as ‘rare
arable weeds’, namely lesser snapdragon, Misopates orontium, mousetail, Myosurus
minimus , and long prickly headed poppy, Papaver argemone.
In the east of the county, the highlights of the year have been the recording of
and second East Norfolk records for the Isle of Wight helleborine, Epipactis
phyllanthes. Further work needs to be done in 1987 to determine which subspecies
is involved.
the

first

Perhaps among the more remarkable records was the first for the City of
for rusty back fern, Ceterach officinarum , as this is regarded as needing a
pollution-free atmosphere. The plant had obviously been there for a year or two, by
its size. The finder was a gentleman from Sussex visiting the county, who also
recorded maidenhair fern, Adiantum capillus-veneris , in Elm Hill, Norwich. Shortly
afterwards I had a report of the same plant from a visitor from Derbyshire. It is to
be hoped that Norfolk botanists are equally observant when visiting ‘foreign parts’.

Norwich

Adiantum

capillus-veneris

KEB. One

TG

20 Wright’s Place, Elm

Norwich. Sept. 1986
and Dryopteris filix-mas.
near Helhoughton Common. 1986
Hill,

plant, associated with Phyllitis scolopendrium

Amsinckia intermedia

TF 82

Edge of arable

field

CRS.
Bunias

TG 01

orientalis

Scattered along both sides of minor road across the former
this perennial appeared to have

Weston Longville airfield for about half a mile,
been present for some years. June 1986 ALB.

TG

Ceterach officinarum
20 Damp wall overlooking river Wensum near Elm Hill,
Norwich. Sept. 1986 KEB.
Crassula tillaea
13 Sandy path in woodland area, Saxthorpe. June 1986 MAB.
Epipactis phyllanthes
10 Damp woodland, Earlham Park, Norwich July 1985,
with c.15 spikes in 1986. IW;
11 Damp woodland, Old Costessey, 1986.

TG

TG

TG

About 200 spikes counted

MA.

Both

sites visited

and the identity confirmed by

ETD.

Geranium rotundifolium TG 13 Corpusty, June 1986. On brick rubble — a habitat
in which this plant will survive for years MAB.
Myosurus minimus
39 Between Geldeston and Ellingham. May 1986. J.
Muddeman and T. Abrahart, comm. P. G. Lawson.
Papaver argemone TG 13 Field margin, Saxthorpe. July, 1986 MAB.
Polygonum polystachyum TF 70 Plentiful along track through Limekiln Plantation,
Marham. 1986 CRS.

TM

MA M.
ETD

Ausden;

MAB

E. T. Daniels;

A. Brewster; ALB A. L. Bull;
C. R. Stevenson; IW I. White.

Mrs M.

CRS

A. L. Bull, Hillcrest, East Tuddenham, Dereham, Norfolk.
C. P. Petch, The Manor House, Wolferton, Norfolk.
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THE MILLIPEDES OF NORFOLK
R. E. Jones

The Lynn Museum, Old Market Square, Kings Lynn, PE30 1NL

Introduction
Millipedes (Diplopoda) comprise one of the four arthropod classes loosely grouped
with the centipedes (Chilopoda), the Symphyla and the Pauropoda as the
Myriapoda. Recently these groups, along with the insects, have been considered to
be independently evolved classes of the phylum UNIRAMIA. Millipedes are thus
as distinct from centipedes as they are from any insect group. Centipedes have been
the subject of a recent paper in these Transactions (Jones, 1986).

Millipedes can be readily separated from centipedes by their clubbed and
elbowed antennae and by the possession of two pairs of legs to each body segment
compared to the centipedes’ one. In addition millipedes have their genital openings
near the front of the body and their mouth parts are adapted for feeding on plant
material, both living and dead, although some species will eat carrion. Many species
which inhabit leaf litter devour the components of the litter and, with woodlice, are
an extremely important factor in the formation of woodland soils.

The life histories of millipedes vary greatly according to the order to which they
belong. In almost all British species pairing occurs to enable sperm transfer and
pairs of millipedes may be found joined together ventrally whilst mating. In the
male the legs of the seventh ring are modified to form gonopods which assist in the
sperm transfer. Examination of these gonopods is often essential for the correct
identification of species.

Some

and threes and cover them in a shell of
Development may take a few months
but can last for several years and involves a number of immature forms or stadia, the
earliest having fewer than the adult number of body segments and fewer ocelli.
species lay eggs singly or in twos

earth, whilst others

may make

silken nests.

Millipedes are distasteful to most predators. This is due to the presence in some
which often show as rows of coloured spots down each side of
the body. Each spot is a flask-shaped gland containing noxious substances such as
benzoquinones and hydrocyanic acid, which can be exuded from a pore to make the
animal unpalatable. Despite these defences birds, frogs, toads and hedgehogs are
recorded as eating millipedes.
species of stink glands

Collecting

and Identifying

Millipedes can be found in a wide variety of habitats, in the soil, amongst litter,
under logs, stones and rubbish, in rotten wood and under the bark of dead trees.
Many can be collected easily by searching in such habitats but others require techniques like sieving from soil or Tullgren funnel extraction to find them, although
casual digging may unearth a few. As with other groups apparently rare species may
simply be those which live in inaccessible situations and are not easily collected.

Millipedes occur in most types of terrestrial habitat. Many species, especially
which have been introduced into this country, will be found in synanthropic
(i.e. man-made) habitats. As with centipedes, millipedes tend to avoid extremes of
drought and cold and some species burrow into the soil to avoid these conditions.
those

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
1987 27(5), 363-369.
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Consequently spring and autumn are the richest periods for collecting and,
although most are found all year round, some seem to be most easily collected in
winter.

The

standard work of identification for millipedes is Blower (1985). Identificasome groups is not easy, many species being only identified with certainty
reference to the genitalia. A good hand lens is essential and a binocular

tion of
after

microscope

is

preferable.

is an introductory statement on the status of Norfolk millipedes and
would welcome further collections of Norfolk material sent either to
King’s Lynn or Norwich Castle Museums. A collection made from one’s garden
over a whole year could add much to our knowledge of the county fauna. Millipedes

This paper

the author

should be preserved in tubes of 70% alcohol but live material can be kept
weeks in jars or plastic tubs containing slightly damp soil or litter.

for

many

A National Myriapod Recording Scheme is in progress and it is hoped that a
Provisional Atlas of Millipedes will be produced soon by the British Myriapod
Study Group.

The

majority of records in this paper are the result of field work carried out by
by the staff of the Castle Museum,
Norwich. Records have been extracted from the small amount of literature on the
subject (Brade Birks, 1920, Hooper, 1978), and others from the data bank of the
Biological Records Centre at Monks Wood. The full data are not presented here.
Copies are deposited at the Norwich Castle Museum and at Monks Wood. The
specimens are in the collections of the Norwich Castle and King’s Lynn Museums.
the author since 1981 and from material collected

The Norfolk Fauna
The Norfolk fauna

is still incompletely known and there are probably more species
be discovered. Many species at present known from one or two sites will no
doubt prove to be widespread. Of about 53 species present in the British Isles 31
have so far been recorded in Norfolk. It is difficult to give an accurate national total
as new species are being discovered continually. Norfolk provides the only British

to

station for Unciger foetidus ,

Order

which was discovered

as recently as 1983.

POLYXENIDA

Polyxenus lagurus (Linn.) (Fig.

1)

This bizarre millipede looks more like a ‘woolly-bear’ beetle larva than a millipede.
in length it is covered with tufts of brownish serrated spines and with
About 3
two white tufts at the rear end. It can frequently be found crawling on lichen
covered walls and tree trunks in broad daylight. Several records are from the centre
of towns. There is a scattering of records across the county and examination of
churchyards, where such walls are a prominent feature, has shown it to be a

mm

common

species.

Order

GLOMERIDA

These

are the pill-millipedes

vulgare the pill-woodlouse.

are able to roll up into a ball like Armadillidium
possess 11 or 12 apparent segments.

which

They
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Figs.

6 Norfolk millipedes.
1 Polyxenus lagurus (scale line = 2 mm).
4 Blaniulus guttulatus.
5 Ommatoiulus sabulosum.

-

1

Nanogona polydesmoid.es.
(scale line = 10 mm)
3

2 Glomeris marginata.
6 Polydesmus angustus

Glomeris marginata (Villers) (Fig. 2)

mm

This black shiny millipede with yellow edgings to the tergites can reach 20
in
length. It can be distinguished from a woodlouse when rolled up by the fact that
there is a flat side to the ball and, when extended, by its more numerous legs and
clubbed antennae. It is a woodland species found throughout the county.
Stygioglomeris crinita

This

Brolemann

mm

in length and, being an inis only 2-3
has undoubtedly been overlooked. First discovered in
Norfolk at West Acre in 1981 in a disused chalk pit, it has since been found at
Gayton, Snettisham and Houghton in similar sites. Collecting this species requires
laborious sieving or extraction from soil with a Tullgren funnel. It is thought that
further work will prove it to be widespread where suitable soils occur.
tiny, blind, colourless pill-millipede

habitant of chalky

Order

soil,

CHORDEUMATIDA

a variable group, roughly cylindrical in form, but some species have lateral
bulges on each segment which give them a superficial resemblance to polydesmids.

This

is

Nanogona polydesmoides (Leach) (Fig. 3) and Craspedosoma rawlinsii Leach
These are two species which are very similar to polydesmids but they can be
distinguished by having far more segments and large compound eyes. N.
polydesmoides (20 mm) is one of our commonest millipedes found in woodland,
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farmland and synanthropic habitats. C. rawlinsii (15 mm) is uncommon and recorded from damp woods and river banks. Records come from a poplar plantation at
Lynford, Blackborough End, Swanton Novers Great Wood, Barney Wood and
Broadland.

Brachychaeteuma bradeae (Brolemann and Brade-Birks)

The three British Brachychaeteuma species (8 mm) are white cylindrical millipedes
with weak lateral bulges. Several specimens have been collected in N.W. Norfolk
from garden soils but as immatures they have not been identified to species.
Members of this genus mature in the late autumn or winter. Brade-Birks (1920)
recorded B. bradeae from Heacham and Blower (1985) records that A. Baker collected
this species from a potato field near Nordelph in January 1970. I have recorded it
from gardens in Dersingham and Grimston and an immature specimen from Saxlingham is also most likely of this species. As with other soil species, B. bradeae is
probably not uncommon and further work may disclose that other species are
present.

Order

JULIDA

are long, thin, cylindrical millipedes which can coil into a flat spiral. They
bear a row of stink glands down each side of the body which are often brightly coloured. These glands frequently discharge their contents into alcohol when
specimens are preserved. One member of this order, the spotted snake millipede, is
a common pest familiar to gardeners. All of the larger species in Norfolk possess
eyes, but only some of the smaller ones do so. Recognition of species relies on
genitalia characters, and the shape of the telson (the projection at the rear of the
animal) is diagnostic in many of the larger species.

These

Nemasoma

Koch
brown species, almost

varicorne C. L.

mm

15
in length and with triangular
brown. This is a species which is found
under the bark of dead trees. Recent records for the county are from Felbrigg and
Hull Woods, Sturston Carr, Sedgeford and Litcham Common. Brade-Birks (1920)
recorded it from Heacham.

N. varicorne

compound

is

a light

eyes.

The

stink glands are dark

Thallassisobates littoralis (Silvestri)

This species

our only truly coastal millipede occurring in shingle beaches and
on occasion below the high tide marks. It is rare
nationally, being known only from Lancashire, the Isle of Man, North Wales,
Devon and the Isles of Scilly. Specimens were collected in pitfall traps on Blakeney
Point in 1975 (Harding, 1985). It is pale brown with dark brown stink glands and
triangular eyes, and it reaches 20
in length.
is

cracks in coastal rocks, apparently

mm

Proteroiulus fuscus

(Am

Stein)

This is another species which is usually found under tree bark and in this case
shows a distinct preference for conifers. It is slightly shorter but more robust than
N. varicorne , and it has a double row of ocelli. Males are extremely rare and it
appears to reproduce parthenogenetically in Britain.
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Blaniulus guttulatus (Fabricius) (Fig. 4)

This is the spotted snake millipede, a pest of gardens and crops. Whitish in colour
long. Large numbers occur in
with bright red stink glands, it grows up to 15
gardens and fields, and it is frequently found scavenging dead invertebrates, rotten
potatoes and the like. Most records come from the north and west of the county
with no records from the southeast. Whether this reflects a true distribution or is
the result of a collection bias remains to be seen, but it does not appear to be as
common in Norfolk as in some other parts of the country.

mm

Archiboreoiulus pallidus (Brade-Birks)

The

and B. guttulatus and the fact that it is a soil
overlooked, but there is only a single record for the county.
This is of a specimen found in the soil filling the coffin of a Roman child excavated
by archaeologists at Great Melton in 1985.
similarity

species

between

may mean that

this species

it is

Boreoiulus tenuis (Bigler)

As with B. guttulatus most records of this
locations.

It is

tiny species are from gardens and similar
,
whitish with deep orange-yellow stink glands, and is about 8

mm

long.

Tachypodoiulus niger (Leach)
T. niger is a large black species with distinctive white legs. It can reach a length of
about 40 mm. Extremely active, this species regularly climbs trees and may be
observed in the open during daylight. It has been recorded as feeding on blackberries
and the author has found it visiting ivy blossom at night. This conspicuous species
is widely and very commonly recorded throughout the county in woods, fields,
gardens, etc.

Ommatoiulus sabulosum (Linn.)

(Fig. 5)

Unmistakable with two pinky-orange stripes down the centre of the blackish brown
body, large specimens can reach 35
in length. A very attractive species, it is
widespread and common in some areas, with a possible preference for sandy soils.

mm

Brachyiulus pusillus (Leach)
Similar, but far smaller than O. sabulosum , reaching only to 10
species has pale

creamy yellow dorsal

stripes against a dark

mm in length, this

brown background.

(Caution should be exercised in identifying this species as immature T. niger can
have similar dorsal stripes). This seems to be a widespread soil species.
Julus scandinavius Latzel and Ophyiulus pilosus (Newport)

These two species are very

similar, being

brownish black and reaching 30

mm

length. J. scandinavius is a litter species and O. pilosus a soil species, but both
be found together. They are widespread and common.

in

may

Cylindroiulus nitidus (Verhoefl)

To

date this species has been recorded only from the author’s garden and a sand pit,
both in Dersingham, West Norfolk and from a garden in Norwich. Brade-Birks
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(1920) collected specimens from
species.

It

is

pale

numbers where

it

Heacham which may

brown with an

oily greenish sheen

occurs. Its length reaches 25

Cylindroiulus caeruleocinctus

well have belonged to this
and can be found in large

mm.

(Wood)

30 mm) with no prominent tail projection and a
body which is the same diameter from head to tail. There are scattered records from throughout the county.
This

is

a large black species (up to

stout cylindrical

Cylindroiulus londinensis (Leach)

Brade-Birks (1920) recorded this species as C. londinensis var. finitimus from Castle
Rising. There has been much confusion over the status of this form in the past
(Blower 1985). C. londinensis is Britain’s largest millipede (up to 50 mm) and
despite a great deal of searching has not been found recently anywhere in Norfolk.
In view of these facts I feel that its status in the county is doubtful at present.
Cylindroiulus punctatus (Leach)

Certainly our commonest millipede, it is abundant in woodland litter and soils
where it is a major agent in the production of the humus content of such soils. Also
found under bark and within rotten wood, it is not confined to woodland but also
occurs in hedgerows and on waste ground, especially where dead wood is present.
in length.
Variously coloured in shades of yellowish brown, it may reach 30

mm

Three other medium sized brownish Cylindroiulus species occur in Norfolk.
They are a difficult group which can only be separated on genitalia characters. All
of them are between 10 and 16 mm.
Cylindroiulus latestriatus (Curtis)

the commonest species of the three. It has a coastal distribution throughout
of its British range but in Norfolk it is also found inland, being quite common
in the Breckland and on other sandy soils.

This

is

much

Cylindroiulus britannicus (Verhoefl)

Despite

much

sites.

has been found

It

searching, C. britannicus has been recorded so far from only two
at

West Walton

in the fens

and

in a rubbish tip near

Sandringham.
Cylindroiulus parisiorum (Brolemann and Verhoefl)
C. parisiorum is also uncommon. It is almost always associated with rotten trees and
has been found at Reffiey Wood near Kings Lynn, Hull Wood, Glanford, at South
Pickenham and in the Stanford Training Area (Hooper, 1978).

Unciger foetidus (C. L. Koch)

An

introduced species which has become established, this millipede is known only
from the author’s garden at Dersingham (Jones, 1985). It can reach 30
in length
and its silvery grey appearance and long setae are distinctive.

mm
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Order POLYDESMIDA
These ‘flat-backed’ millipedes have lateral wings extending sideways on each segment to give a level upper surface which is covered with low tubercules and swellings. They have 19 or 20 segments when adult, depending on species. Identification
relies heavily on the male gonopods which can be seen as yellowish, glassy, hooked
structures between the sixth and seventh pairs of legs in mature males. All of them
lack eyes.

Brachydesmus superus Latzel

mm in length, narrow and brownish-white to
which can be found burrowed into the soil of gardens, waste ground and
occasionally woods. It is one of our most abundant millipedes.
This

is

a small species, about 10

colourless,

Polydesmus
Polydesmus
Polydesmus
Polydesmus

angustus Latzel (Fig. 6)
gallicus Latzel

inconstans Latzel
denticulatus C. L.

Koch

All of our Polydesmus spp. look similar but P. angustus

is

the largest and

commonest

mm

grey-brown, up to 25
or more in length and found commonly in
woods, gardens and farmland, particularly where there is rotten wood and other
rubbish to hide under. P. gallicus is slightly smaller and so far has only been collected
from around Kings Lynn, Holme, Stow Bardolph and West Walton in the west and
from Brooke in the east. P. inconstans is a smaller, darker brown species which
seems to prefer river banks as a habitat. The few records are from Kings Lynn,
Welney, Old Buckenham, Bressingham and the Stanford Battle Area. P. denticulatus
is also smaller and covered with clubbed setae. It is not common but is found
throughout the county in woodland litter.
species. It

is

Ophiodesmus albonanus (Latzel) and Macrosternodesmus palicola Brolemann

mm

are both tiny white soil species of less than 10
in length. They are the
only Norfolk flat-backs that can roll up into a flat spiral. Being soil species they are
infrequently recorded but sieving of soil from long established gardens and nettle
beds has shown both species to occur in the county, sometimes both in the same
sample.

These
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Fungi from Thompson

Common —

Our

many sites as possiThompson Common only
report and leaves much more

efforts to cover as

ble in a quest for Norfolk fungi have resulted in visits to

times since 1982. This can only be a preliminary
to be done. However we have 223 fungus species with details of habitat and
frequency on record cards, which at least is an end to the beginning. We have searched the reserve to the north and west of TL 936964 and our records are from this
six

work

area.

Among

fungus growing on an oak stump. This
is much branched, and from
long. This is new to our
these branches hang numerous white teeth about 5-10
Norfolk list.
finds in this reserve

was

a rare

beautiful white species called Hiericium coralloides

mm

Pholiota alnicola, a bright yellow toadstool, was found beneath willow trees. It
has also been seen on deciduous wood, especially alder and birch. In our visits we
were surprised to find ‘Jew’s ear’, Hirneola auricula-judae , on sallow branches above
the ground. This is a most unusual host, the more expected ones being elder, beech,

elm

etc.

Near the car park we found a number of Entoloma livida a poisonous species
which could be mistaken for an edible one, and we have few records of this in the
county. The very poisonous death cap Amanita phalloides is occasional in the
reserve. Curiously we have not seen the edible mushrooms Agaricus campestris and
A. arvensis but are confident that they will eventually be recorded. However A.
macrosporus has been collected. In some compensation both edible varieties of the
parasol mushrooms are listed. These are Lepiota procera and L. rhacodes.
A number of Hebeloma sinapizans were found in woodland in the reserve. This
,

poisonous fleshy pink toadstool
Pluteus exiguus ,

Norfolk

list.

is

This has

a dark

A

smaller fungus,

also

be added to the

not often found in Norfolk.

which we found recently

brown

in Suffolk, can

scaly cap about

20

now

mm diameter.

Leptopodia ephippium is a fungus which is always a welcome find and belongs to
a different group from the toadstools previously mentioned. This has a white cylindrical stalk, surmounted by a smooth greyish brown head, which is somewhat
saddle shaped. It belongs to the Ascomycetes.

Also in this group

is

Leucoscypha leucotricha , a beautiful white cup fungus 10

mm in diameter, the outer surface clothed with long white hairs. The species grows
on damp mossy

There were

areas,
a

part of the reserve.

with several fruiting bodies usually found together.

few ‘earth tongues’, Trichoglossum hirsutum growing in a damp
This fungus is velvety and entirely black. The head is compress-

ed and spathulate to clavate.

The fungi enumerated here are often sporadic and unpredictable in their occurrence and do not demand conservation measures at present.
These notes represent but

We

a

few of the interesting fungi present in the nature
some forays from members of the Society and

received assistance on
appreciate their help.

reserve.

R.

&

M. &

L. Evans, Chanterelle,
J.

Church Road, Welborne, Norfolk.

Woolner, 45 Gurney Road, Norwich.
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THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE SEA ANEMONE
NEMATOSTELLA VECTENSIS IN ENGLAND
R. B. Williams
Norfolk House, Western Road, Tring, Herts.

HP23 4BN.

Introduction

Nemato Stella

vectensis is an unusual and rare sea anemone which occurs in salt
marsh pools and poikilohaline lagoons in England and North America. Although
widespread, it is of strictly local occurrence, and is considered to be an endangered
species in the IUCN Invertebrate Red Data Book (Williams, 1983). Its world
distribution was described in 1976 (Williams, 1976) and again in 1983 (Williams,
1983) when it was concluded that whilst North American populations seemed to be
quite stable, the known English populations were declining.

In 1983, only four of ten previously recorded populations were
surviving: these were at Shingle Street (Suffolk),

Pagham

known to be
(Hamp-

(Sussex), Gosport

and Langton Herring (Dorset). The major factor which has brought about the
England is the isolation of its habitats by sea wall construction and marsh reclamation which have increased the vulnerability of the resulting
relict populations to further human and climatic influences and have prevented
shire)

decline of N. vectensis in

natural spreading across marshes.

Fig.

A

1

Nematostella vectensis (X5).

partly contracted specimen

Stiffkey.

from

(M. Hardy photo)

Updated records
These records include new discoveries; a rediscovery at a site where the population
was thought to have died out; confirmation of some thriving populations; and a
possible extinction.

Norfolk
sites were known for N. vectensis in Norfolk during the early 1970s but by
1975 the anemone was thought to be extinct in this county (Williams, 1976). It is
therefore particularly pleasing to note the discovery in 1985 by Miss C. Burgoyne
(pers. comm.) of a previously unknown population in a pool on the seaward edge of
Stiffkey Marshes. This is the only English population known on an open marsh
which is considered to be the natural habitat of the species, where it can easily
spread to newly developing marsh (Williams, 1983).

Three
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In November, 1986, I rediscovered a now thriving population in Abraham’s
Creek at Wells-next-the-Sea which was thought to have become extinct in about
1973 (Williams, 1976). The condition of this habitat has been greatly improved in
the last few years by the cutting of a wide ditch from the north-west corner of
Abraham’s Bosom to join Abraham’s Creek about 100 m from its original sole
connection with Abraham’s Bosom. This improved water circulation with the
resulting increase in oxygenation of the mud has saved this population which must
have been on the verge of extinction.

Half-Moon Pond, at Cley-next-the-Sea, which dried up in August, 1975,
apparently has not been recolonized and survivors of the small colony transferred at
the time of the drought to a nearby marsh have not been seen since December,
1975.
Suffolk

The population

Lagoon

Shingle Street, discovered in 1973 (Williams, 1975),
by Mr C. M. Rolfe (pers. comm.). More
recently, in 1986, Dr R. S. K. Barnes (pers. comm.) found Nematostella in one of
the most northerly lagoons at this locality.

was confirmed

in

to

be

still

1

at

extant in 1984

Sussex

The population

at

Pagham

is

now

extinct, a situation not entirely

considered by

unexpected

Dr M. Sheader (pers. comm.) to be

(see Williams, 1976).

Hampshire
first discovery of Nematostella in this county in Fort Gilkicker Moat at
Gosport in 1980, several more populations have been discovered. Several sites
occur in the Keyhaven-Lymington lagoon system (Sheader and Sheader, 1984)
which can be considered as a single locality. A further site at Gosport is the Cockle
Pond (M. Sheader, pers. comm.).

Since the

Dorset

Nematostella has now been found to be common along almost the whole length of
the Fleet (Sheader and Sheader, 1984). A newly discovered site is the Blue Lagoon
in Poole Harbour (M. Sheader, pers. comm.).

Identification
Nematostella lives in fine soft muds in pools and at the edges of creeks on salt
marshes and in poikilohaline lagoons but never on the shore-line proper. It is
usually found buried upright in the mud with the tentacle crown exposed but can
also be found lying extended on the bottom of the pool or attached to Ruppia or
Zostera or masses of Cladophora or Chaetomorpha. Since the anemone is often less
than 2 cm long when expanded, it is not easy to see in the field unless it occurs at a
very high density.

The species may be detected in the field by passing mud through a small
long) opaque greyish-white
domestic flour sieve, when the contracted (up to 6
anemones will be retained. Also, floating algal mats may be swished about in the
water and any attached anemones will be washed off and seen slowly sinking. If

mm
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fail, the anemones may be absent or perhaps are present only in
very small numbers, in which case they may be detected by collecting mud and
water into a large container, then leaving it overnight, when any anemones present
will come to the surface of the settled mud and expand their tentacles.

these techniques

However, in view of the rarity of this species, specimens should not be taken
away unless they cannot be immediately identified. Any anemones which have to be
removed for identification should later be returned to their habitat if at all possible.

mud; b) contracted, as it appears
immediately after separation from mud or vegetation; c) well expanded, as when kept in an aquarium
without mud, or as occasionally in the Field, on the surface of mud. Stippled parts are translucent; unFig. 2. Nematostella vectensis: a) usual position, buried upright in

marked parts
Scale bar

=

2

are off-white.

mm.

&

2 shows Nematostella in the various positions and states of expansion
might be observed. The detailed description by Williams (1975) or the
field identification guide by Manuel (1981) may be consulted to confirm the identification. Only one other species of sea anemone, Edwardsia ivelli, might be confused
with N. vectensis since it is similarly a small burrowing form which also lives in the
mud of brackish lagoons. However, it is an even rarer species which is known so far
only from its type locality in Sussex (not sympatric here with Nematostella ,
although it could well be elsewhere). Although about the same size as N. vectensis it
has several distinctive features by which it may be distinguished (see Manuel, 1975;
in

Figs.

1

which

it

,

1981).
I should be glad to
Norfolk or elsewhere.

know of any new

discoveries of N. vectensis or E.
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ivelli in
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Interesting water mites (Hydracarina) from Breckland

— A visit to the

Stanford Training Area on 8 August 1986 yielded several interesting mites.
first three species were found in ponds at Sturston (TL 884952).

The

Arrenurus (Arrenurus) affinis Koenike 1887 and A. batillifer Koenike 1896 have
not previously been recorded from Britain, though both are fairly widespread in
continental Europe and both have been found in Eire. Both have been described as
having larvae parasitic on Odonta and are dispersed by their hosts.

Williamson 1912 is a somewhat different case. This mite
described by C. F. George in 1902 and then found by C. D. Soar in
‘Norfolk Broads’ in 1905. It was described as a separate species by Williamson from
these earlier specimens. Strangely it has not been recorded from Britain since then
and its ‘disappearance’ for 81 years is quite remarkable as it is a fairly large, red
Piersigia intermedia

was

first

mite.

The fourth mite, Panisus michaeli Koenike 1896, is common enough in mountainous areas such as Devon and Scotland but is usually found in fast-flowing water.
It was not recorded from East Anglia by Soar & Williamson (1925), Hopkins (1961)
or Jones (1958). At Stanford it was found in considerable numbers in a small stream
flowing from a spring (TL 850948).

On
large

a

subsequent

numbers

visit to

in the ‘Devil’s

the surrounding area A. affinis was found in fairly

Punchbowl’ (TL 877892).

T. Gledhill of the Freshwater Biological Association, Windermere, kindly confirmed my identification of A. batillifer. The visit to Stanford was organised by R.
E. Jones of King’s Lynn Museum, with the kind permission of the Commandant.
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THE FAUNA OF THOMPSON COMMON
G. Irwin

Compiled by A.
Castle

Museum, Norwich

Introduction
In 1983, the Norfolk Naturalists Trust invited the Society to undertake a survey of
Thompson Common (TL 9396 and
9395). For four years Society members and
others visited the reserve to record the wildlife of the area. Dr G. D. Watts prepared
a map of the northern part of the reserve and he and Dr C. P. Petch recently
published this with an account of the vegetation associated with the numerous
depressions in this area (Watts and Petch, 1987). These depressions, many of which
are water-filled, are unquestionably the most important feature of the common.
They lie thickly among the grassland, scrub and woodland and together these

TL

habitats

form

a rich

mosaic within which

much

wildlife flourishes.

Obviously many species found at Thompson are typical of ponds, grassland and
woodland throughout the county. It would be tedious to produce long lists of such
species here, so this paper presents accounts of selected groups and interesting
species within those groups. By doing this, it is hoped the importance of Thompson
Common as a haven for wildlife will be apparent. Anyone who wishes to study the
complete species lists can do so at the Norfolk Biological Records Centre (Norwich
Castle Museum) or at the Norfolk Naturalists Trust offices.

Mammals
Among

the larger species, roe deer are frequently seen and red deer have been
observed in the past. However the resident herd of ponies undertakes most of the
grazing on the Common, supported by rabbits, brown hares and water voles. Coypu
droppings were found on one occasion, but they are no longer in the area. Foxes
seem to be frequent visitors to the reserve, but otter and badger are not recorded
though they have occurred in the surrounding area in the past. Mink is a species
that may appear before long, as might muntjac deer. That better-known colonist,
the grey squirrel, has already arrived. One small mammal, much in evidence at
Thompson, is the mole. The excavations of both moles and rabbits probably have a
marked influence on the plant communities but the exact nature of this is not yet

known.

and amphibians
common lizard have been recorded on the Common, while
common frog, common toad, smooth newt, great crested newt and pool frog all
Reptiles

Grass snake, adder and

breed in the pools. Watts and Petch (1987) suggest that five of the six species of
amphibian native to Britain occur at Thompson. In fact, natterjack toad and
palmate newt have never been recorded in the area. Of the five amphibians that do
occur, the pool frog (Rana lessonae) is usually regarded as an introduced species.
Buckley (1986) has presented a full account of this distinguished member of
Thompson’s fauna. The reserve must be regarded as one of the most interesting
herpetological sites in East Anglia.
Trans. Norfolk

Norwich Nat.
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Butterflies

Nineteen species of butterfly have been recorded from the reserve. These are large
and small skippers, large, small and green-veined whites, orange tip, brimstone,
gatekeeper, speckled wood, ringlet, meadow and wall browns, small copper,
common blue, comma, peacock, small tortoiseshell and red and white admirals. Of
these, the white admiral is the most impressive species and, given good weather, any
visit to Thompson in July will be rewarded with views of this butterfly sitting on
bramble beside the woodland. Several other species of butterfly might be expected
to occur on the reserve, notably holly blue, brown argus and purple and green
hairstreaks.

Fig.

1

Libellula

quadrimaculata
Natural size.
(E. Cross photo.)

Dragonflies
Seventeen species of Odonata are known from Thompson Common, thus making it
one of the top sites in the county. The dragonflies are Anax imperator, Aeshna grandis, A. mixta, Brachytron pratense, Libellula depressa, L. quadrimaculata (Fig. 1),
Sympetrum sanguineum and 5. striolatum. The damselflies are Calopteryx
splendens, Lestes sponsa, L. dryas, Pyrrhosoma nymphula, Enallagma cyathigerum,
Erythromma najas, Ischnura elegans, Coenagrion pulchellum and C. puella. Of these
species, Lestes dryas is a nationally rare species which has recently been discovered
to be widespread in the Stanford Training Area and surrounding district (Irwin,
1986). Coenagrion pulchellum is a small blue damselfly that is quite frequent in
Broadland, but is very local in West Norfolk. Brachytron pratense has a similar
distribution.

Beetles
groups of beetles from Thompson Common are of particular interest. As expected, one of these is the diving beetles and others associated with the pool
margins. The other group is the weevils which are associated with specific host
plants, many of which are aquatic or marginal in habit. Dr G. N. Foster has kindly

Two

provided the following account of the

first
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group.

Wetland Coleoptera

The pingo systems of West Norfolk support a water beetle fauna dominated by
nationally rare species, many of which are considered to be endangered in Britain or
Europe

as a whole. It appears that the undisturbed post-glacial history of these
responsible for their status. Some water beetles are among the first insects to
colonize new aquatic habitats but others do not fly and are associated with fens that
dry out in summer or with permanent running water or ancient lakes. The pingos
are typically very shallow and are thus unsuitable for the larger species of diving
beetles or for whirligig beetles, the larvae of which live in deep, richly oxygenated
water. The species listed below are the nationally rare or local ones that occur at
Thompson Common and characterize this, the richest of the pingo systems. Most of
them are best found in the colder months in shallowly flooded mosses and sedges in
tussocky fen with a little shade from sallows. Several have been added to the British
list within the past decade partly because of the failure of coleopterists to recognise
the existence of relict fens other than the collecting grounds at Wicken Fen, Woodwalton Fen and around the Broads.

in

sites is

Noterus crassicornis
Hygrotus decoratus

Hydroporus elongatulus
H. glabriusculus
H. scalesianus
H. tristis
Graptodytes granularis
Suphrodytes dorsalis
Laccornis oblongus

Agabus chalconatus
A. labiatus
A. uliginosus
A. undulatus
Ilybius guttiger

Hydrochus brevis
H. carinatus
H. ignicollis
Helophorus nanus
Cercyon sternalis
Helochares obscurus

Enochrus

isotae

E. quadripunctatus

Hydraena

s.s.

palustris

Limnebius aluta
Stenus fornicatus
Hydroporus elongatulus. Scale line =
(G.
N. Foster del. Reproduced
courtesy of Entomologists mon. Mag. and
Fig. 2

S. opticus

1mm.

Schistoglossa viduata

aubei
Pselaphus dresdensis
Dryops anglicanus

S.

G. N.

FOSTER,

Gem

20 Angus Avenue, Prestwick Ayr.
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Publishing Co.)

Curculionidae

& Apionidae

weevils from Thompson include Apion vicinum (on Mentha
aquatica ), Gymnetron labile, G. veronicae and G. villosulum (the latter two on
Veronica beccabunga), Drupenatus nasturtii (usually under water on Nasturtium
officiate), Thyrogenes scirrhosus (from emergent vegetation) and Stenocarus umbrinus.
However the two most notable weevils recorded on the reserve are not associated
with the pools. Anthonomus piri is found on Malus sylvestris, while the rare
Phytobius quadricornis can be swept from Polygonum lapathifolium

The

interesting

.

Other families

Weevils and water beetles are not the only Coleoptera of interest on the reserve.

by the local Agonum versutum, Badister
B. gilvipes and Oodes helopioides , while for several species
in other families Thompson is the only known site in the county. Of these, three
species of Atheta (Staphylinidae) and Aphodius pusillus (Scarabaeidae) are among 25
species found in horse dung on the reserve. Clearly the ponies are making a direct
contribution to the richness of the beetle fauna.

Ground

sodalis,

beetles (Carabidae) are represented

Bembidion

clarki,

Bugs
The pools

at Thompson Common hold many familiar water bugs. Among them is
the narrow water scorpion, Ranatra linearis , better known from books than
specimens, at least in Norfolk. Its relatives, the water scorpion, Nepa cinerea , and
the saucer bug, Ilyocoris cimicoides , are both common in several pools, along with

The mossy

pool margins also harbour two tiny predatory
The latter is a local species more typical of
southern England. Among the terrestrial bugs, there are several scarce species, the
most notable of which is Megalonotus antennatus, a small ground-dwelling species of
undistinguished appearance that has not been recorded in Norfolk previously.
several species of corixid.

bugs

— Hebrus ruficeps and H. pusillus

.

Flies
Tipulidae
are several interesting craneflies recorded from Thompson. Limonia stigma,
Tipula nigra and Pilaria scutellaris are all regarded as local species, though T. nigra
sometimes occurs abundantly in Broadland. Tipula helvola, Limonia ventralis, L.
danica and Limnophila abdominalis are all nationally rare. Prionocera subserricornis
is the remarkable find. It was previously recorded in Britain on the basis of one male
from Catfield in 1920. Its rediscovery 65 years later at Thompson on the path from
the reserve car park was rather surprising!

There

Psychodidae

Withers (1986) recorded Sycorax similis from Thompson as new to Britain. Female
Sycorax feed on amphibian blood, which may explain why Thompson is home to
this moth fly. Another species of very local occurrence in Britain is Atrichobrunettia
angustipennis , which was previously known only from Hertfordshire, until its
discovery at Thompson and Wheatfen (Withers, in press).
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Culicidae

With such an abundance of different temporary and permanent pools in the reserve,
it
is likely that Thompson has an interesting mosquito community, but no
systematic study has been carried out yet. The large one with banded legs that seeks
our attention in the summer months is Aedes annulipes a species that is easily
,

recognised, even in

its

flattened state.

Stratiomyidae

The reserve has an interesting community of soldier flies including several associated
with unpolluted freshwater. Stratiomys singularior is a very local species, the adult
of which is large but wary and fast flying, so it is often easier to find the species as a
larva. The discovery of Odontomyia angulata breeding in the boggy margins of
pools at Thompson provides the only recent record of this species in Britain.
Previous records are from W. Suffolk, E. Norfolk and Somerset.
Syrphidae
Hoverflies are well represented at Thompson, with 58 species recorded to date. Orthonevra brevicornis and O. geniculata are uncommon species associated with marshes and fens, while the local Anasimyia contracta, A. transfuga and Parrhelophilus
frutetorum have rat-tailed larvae (like Eristalis) which live in the pool margins, often
among Typha. Xylota abiens is a scarce species associated with alders and other trees
three Criorhina
beside ponds and streams. However the other notable syrphids
species
all breed in dead wood and have no particular association with water. In
this respect they differ from the majority of the interesting insects at Thompson.
Criorhina berberina, C. floccosa and C. asilica were taken within the space of a few
yards (and a few minutes) on the path from the car park.

—

—

Sciomyzidae

The

group whose maggots parasitise and eventually consume
both freshwater and terrestrial. Although the mollusc fauna of Thompson
does not seem to be outstanding, the sciomyzid fauna certainly is. Twenty-five out
of the sixty-five British species occur there, and several of them are nationally
snail-killing flies are a

snails,

These include Pherbellia argyra P. brunnipennis, P. dorsata, P. griseola P.
and P. nana} Psacadina zernyi, Pteromicra glabricula and the tiny Colobaea
pectoralis and C. distincta. It may be that antiquity of the habitat or the juxtaposition
of basic grassland and a variety of pools contributes to the richness of this fauna.
Another possibility is that the fluctuating water levels in the pools cause water snails
to become exposed and thus easy prey for the flies. Whatever the reason it would be
very instructive to study the biology of these 25 species and discover how they exploit the 23 species of land and freshwater snails so far recorded on the reserve!
scarce.

,

,

grisescens

Molluscs
Only 14 freshwater and nine terrestrial snails have been recorded from the reserve,
and only one of these is worthy of note. The shiny ramshorn, Segmentina nitida, is a
national rarity which used to be widespread in southern Britain, but is now seldom
found outside Norfolk, where most recent records are from Broadland. One striking
feature of the freshwater molluscs
different pools

on the

is

reserve, so that

found in
any one pool has only one or two species

that different species tend to be
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usually in abundance. The low species diversity
pools to dry out in some years.

may

reflect the

tendency of the

Discussion
While sifting through the records and comments sent in by the Society members
and others, several trends were apparent. The first is that the pools and damp
depressions are the outstanding feature of the reserve. No doubt this reflects the
proportion of time spent studying them. They are very attractive features and most
recorders probably spent a disproportionate time at or in them. Certainly the
woodland, scrub and grassland deserve more appraisal in future surveys.

Given the high numbers of nationally
is

rare species associated with the pools,

clear that they are quite special. Certainly if pools

have been present

at

it

Thomp-

son since post glacial times, then their antiquity must contribute to their interest.
However it is the individuality of the pools which is most striking. Chemical
differences in the underlying deposits, differences in recent history (shading, stocking of fish), hydrological differences and different sizes, profiles and aspects all combine to produce a series of ponds with quite different faunas. The effect is
noticeable not just with the macrofauna, but also with the smaller rotifers,
zooplankton and protozoa.

Of these factors, I feel that the fluctuating water levels must play a major part
promoting the wealth of rare species. Many of them are associated with Carex
tussocks or with mossy margins and these two vegetation types are essential for the
continued survival of the rare invertebrates. The water supply for the pools must be
jealously guarded. Ground water extraction in the area should be vigorously opposed
and water quality maintained.
There is still a great deal to be learnt about the wildlife of Thompson Common.
Given the right protection, it will continue to surprise and delight us for many years
to come!
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TELMATOSCOPUS ELLISI A FURTHER NEW SPECIES OF MOTH FLY
,

(DIPTERA, PSYCHODIDAE)
P.

FROM NORFOLK

Withers

27 Beech Way, Dickleburgh, Norfolk

Introduction

My previous note on Norfolk moth flies in these Transactions (Withers, 1986) provoked an immediate response. The late Ted Ellis invited me to investigate the
psychodid fauna at Wheatfen Broad, a survey I undertook by extensive watertrapping at 5 sites throughout much of 1986. A wealth of very useful material was
collected, including species previously recorded only from Upton Broad, such as
Telmatoscopus (Panimerus) maynei (Tonnoir), and some additional material of T.
(P.) vaillanti Withers. Part of this important material is discussed in another paper
(Withers, in press), and two further species have been added to the British list, of
which one is described below as new to science.
Telmatoscopus (Jungiella)

ellisi sp.n

Male: wing length 2.65 mm.
Head: antennae 16 segmented. Scape approximately three times as long as wide,
pedicel globular. Third and fourth segments with base longer than neck, fifth segment with neck subequal to base, with strong bristles on a prominence. Six to
twelve basally asymmetrical, neck as long as base, thirteen to sixteen base quadrate,
neck longer than base. Predominant ascoids thick, digitate, never longer than neck.
Eye bridge four facets wide, interocular space four facet widths. No corniculi.
Wings: Upper fork anterior to lower. Cubital vein not reaching wing margin.
Membrane yellowish-brown, darker between costa and Rl.
Genitalia: Dististylus 1.5 times as long as basistylus, little curved. Sternal bridge
broad. Cercopod with 17-20 retinacula. Phallapodeme parallel sided, prominently
keeled, with truncate apex. Furca present. Gonapophyseal base strongly chitinised,
gonapophysis transparent and sinuous. (Fig. 1).
Female: unknown.
Material: Holotype male, ENGLAND, Norfolk, Wheatfen Broad (TG 3306),
collected in water-trap, 8-15 June, 1986, P. Withers.
Paratypes: 8 males, data as holotype. 1 male, as holotype, except 17 AugustSeptember, 1986.

Holotype and one paratype in British Museum (Natural History), one paratype
Wagner, one paratype in collection F. Vaillant. Other paratypes in

in collection R.

author’s collection.

This species

is

named

in

memory

of the

late E.

A. Ellis who, with typical

generosity, granted the author unlimited access to the exceptional broadland in

which he lived and worked, and where the species was found.

Discussion

The

discovery of this new species prompts some discussion of it’s relationship. T.
belongs to a closely related group of species allied to longicornis Tonnoir.
This latter species was added to the British list by Duckhouse (1962), and in 1975
Wagner described another close relative, pseudolongicornis. These taxa present a par-

(J.) ellisi

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
1987 27 ( 5 ), 381-383.
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ticular

problem

in nomenclature, since

it

now seems

clear that the

name

longicornis

has been generally misapplied in this country.

Reference to the standard palaearctic monograph of moth flies (Vaillant, 1971 et
the genitalia figures of longicornis do not correspond to those of
Duckhouse (l.c.). The critical features, the gonapophyses, are long, gently curved
dagger-like structures in longicornis , whereas in pseudolongicornis these are short and
prominently curved. This latter form is precisely that depicted by Duckhouse, who
at the time, could of course, only assume the species to be longicornis. The existence
of the true longicornis in Great Britain was doubtful until I examined material from
the Eaton collection, loaned to me by the British Museum (Natural History). That
Eaton was also confused about this taxon became clear from examination of slides in
the collection labelled consors. These correspond to three taxa. The true consors is
represented and this specimen has been discussed by Jezek (1984) in the context of
the synonymy with interna Nielsen. Eaton slide 93b was examined and figured by
Vaillant (l.c.) but he clearly overlooked the small, transparent gonapophyses which
reveal this as a specimen of pseudolongicornis. A further slide, labelled Muckross,
Killarney, 13.vi.02 is genuinely a specimen of longicornis. It is thus unsurprising
that confusion has existed over the correct application of names!

seq.) reveals that

T. (J.) ellisi shows features common to the others in this group, the predominant difference being in the degree of chitinisation of the gonapophyseal base and
the markedly sinuous outward curvature of the gonapophyses. Considerable care
must be taken when recording any of these three species
pseudolongicornis is
definitely the commonest in Britain, but it may occur with either of the others
it
is quite conceivable that all three may occur together.

—
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MOTH TRAPPING AT WELLS - THE NEXT TEN YEARS
Banham

P. R.

Field Study Centre, Polka Road, Wells-next-Sea

In 1977 I gave details of the results of moth-trapping (‘Rothamsted’ style) at Wells
Field Study Centre (TF 917 434) from 1974 to 1976 (Banham, 1977). As trapping
has continued virtually without interruption to the present day, it seems appropriate,
10 years on, to bring my report up to date.

In the first three years a total of 143 Macrolepidoptera were identified; they will
be found listed in my previous article, but it should be noted that the taxonomy
used there follows the ‘South’ system (South, 1961), meaning that some, though not
all, of the scientific names would now be different. In this report I shall use the
current nomenclature with which most Entomologists will be familiar, through its
use in Skinner (1984).

We

have trapped, up to the end of 1986, 176 species in all. In other words,
new since 1976. Many of these would seem to be scarce in Wells. Quite
a lot have been trapped in only one year, often as single specimens. Two species
have particularly interested us, however, as they seem to show a definite move into
our area. Hylaea fasciaria, the barred red, didn’t turn up at all in the first three
years, but was subsequently recorded consistently from 1979 to 1984. Gortyna
flavago , the frosted orange, was absent until 1 986, when three specimens turned up
over a short period. Twenty species have occurred every year since 1974 and 36
have been trapped in only one year.
there are 33

The

following are the species which are new since 1976. For ease of comparison
list, they are divided into noctuids, geometers and ‘other families’:

with the original

Noctuidae
Agrochola circellaris the brick
Agrochola macilenta yellow-line quaker
Agrotis ripae sand dart
Agrotis segetum turnip moth
*Conistra vaccinii the chestnut
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Cosmia trapezina the dun-bar
*Cosmia pyralina lunar-spotted pinion
Diloba caeruleocephala figure of eight
*Gortyna flavago frosted orange
Melanchra persicariae dot moth
*Mythimna conigera brown-line bright-eye
*Noctua fimbriata broad-bordered yellow underwing
*Rhizedra lutosa large wainscot

Geometridae
bordered white
broken-barred carpet
Ennomos fuscantaria dusky thorn
*Epirrhoe galiata galium carpet
*Erannis defoliaria mottled umber
*Bupalus piniaria

*Electrophaes corylata

foxglove pug
barred red
Menophra abruptaria waved umber
*Pelurga comitata dark spinach
Perizoma affinitata the rivulet
*Scopula floslactata cream wave
Thera juniperata juniper carpet
*Eupithecia pulchellata

Hylaea fasciaria

Other families
*Dasychira pudibunda

pale tussock

*Drymonia ruficornis lunar marbled brown
*Eilema complana
scarce footman
*Hepialus humuli ghost swift

Fig. 1 Thera juniperata
Juniper carpet moth (X2.5)
see p.397 (A. Parr photo.)

*Orgyia antiqua the vapourer
pale prominent
*Pterostoma palpina
*Smerinthus ocellata eyed hawkmoth
Tyria jacobaeae the cinnabar

*Occured

in only

one year
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An interesting aquatic fungus from Thompson Common — On a Society
outing to Thompson Common on 21 May 1983, 1 collected some Daphnia sp. in the
ditch beside the car park (TL 933966). They proved to be infected with the fungus
Pythium daphnidarum Petersen. The fungus was identified in these specimens by
Professor Jim Green, who commented that he had seen it only twice before. His two
earlier records, both in London, are reported in Green, J. (1974) Parasites and

epibionts of Cladocera. Trans zool. Soc. Lond. 32, 417-515.
S.

A.

CORBET,

Dept, of Applied Biology, University of Cambridge.
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SOME ASPECTS OF CLIMATE AND LIFE
DOWN THE AGES
H. H.

IN EAST ANGLIA

Lamb

Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia

a look at the climate we know today. To understand our climate,
East Anglia and sometimes further afield. The climate of no place
can be understood without reference to neighbouring regions, any more than its
history can. Climate is, in fact, controlled largely by the world’s wind and ocean
current patterns that redistribute the heat received over the whole Earth.

Let us

start

we must

with

look

at

The position of our region at the eastern side of the British Isles, where the
prevailing westerly winds that reach us have come across the broadest part of the
landmass, means that the climate has some continental characteristics, especially in
our inland districts (Meteorological Office 1952, 1958, 1976a, 1976b). The difference between the mean temperature of the warmest and coldest months is 12 to
14°C compared with 7 to 9°C in the west of Ireland and the Hebrides. The average
change of temperature from night to day at Cambridge is 6°C in December and
January and almost 11°C from May to August, compared to 3° and 5°C in the
winter and summer months respectively in the Hebrides and Scilly Isles. At Great
Yarmouth the maritime influence produces figures of just 4°C in winter and 6 to
7°C in summer for the average range from night to day. These differences between
the coast and inland are reflected also in the average yearly numbers (1913 to 1940)
of ‘summer days’ with temperature reaching 25°C (77°F) or more: about 12 in
Cambridge, 5 at King’s Lynn and 4 for Cromer and Yarmouth. Ground frosts show
the same thing, though markedly influenced also by the sandy soils of Breckland.
They average (1955-64) 55 nights a year at Gorleston, 112 in Cambridge and up to
157 in the Thetford and Santon Downham area. In this Breckland area ground
frosts occur in any month of the year: a feature that comes to the notice of tomato
growers from time to time, also in other gravelly valleys
e.g. near Ipswich. Over
the same years there were on average 60 to 65 days or nights with air frost around
Cambridge, and 102 at Santon Downham.

—

average rainfall over East Anglia is low: generally not much over 500 to
(about 20 to 24 inches), though locally nearer 750 mm. And it falls on
about 150 to 180 days of the year, compared with over 200 days at most places near
our western coasts and 250 to 270 days in the western and northern isles and on the
west coast of Ireland. It is rather less even than over neighbouring parts of the continent nearer than Berlin or eastern Denmark.

The

600

mm

not just a question of the breadth of the landmass of Britain at this latitude.
is notably affected by the shelter extending down wind from all the
higher ground which lies to the southwest, west and northwest. Once the wind
veers to about
and blows from between there and about E or ESE, the lee
effect of the Pennines and Scottish Highlands is lost. The frequency and amounts of
rain falling on East Anglia, and particularly Norfolk, with these winds laden with
moisture fresh from the North Sea is great. So, with the notable decline in the frequency of westerly winds since the 1950s
a thirty per cent decline in the number
of days with general westerly winds over the whole British Isles
rainfalls have
decreased on the western side of the country but not in the east. (The figures quoted
have been worked out from Meteorological Office records.) Already by the 1960s
It is

Our region

NNW,

—
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T

Fig.

1.

Average yearly rainfall
over Norfolk 1966-1975

average rainfall had declined to 93 to 95% of the 1916-50 level in the western
Highlands of Scotland and in west Wales, but Cambridge had 104%, Harpenden
and the east coast of Scotland about 102% of the previous period’s average.

The differences of rainfall within Norfolk seem big enough to be of some
importance to agriculture and horticulture. Fig. 1 shows the average rainfalls over
Norfolk for 1966-75 from the readings of the voluntary observers in the Norfolk
Rainfall Organization (Norgate, 1977). It should be interesting to establish the
causes of the T-shaped distribution of wettest places with rain-catches up to 20 to
30% greater than in the driest parts of the county. The range within Norfolk is from
about 550 to 750
(22.8 to 29.2 inches). It clearly has some relationship to the
higher ground, but the maximum is distinctly south of the highest part of the
Cromer ridge. Its position may have to do with enhanced showeriness where the
daytime sea breezes of summer coming in over the north and east coasts converge,
and also where at other times the east coast sea breeze and the common southwesterly and westerly breezes over the rest of England meet.

mm

Other notable features of East Anglia’s climate {Meteorological Office , 1952) are:
the high sunshine duration. On the coasts the totals, at 36 to 39 per cent of the
whole time the sun is up, rival those of around 40 per cent for the Sussex coast and
the tip of south Devon. And inland, particularly in Suffolk, though excluding most
of the Breckland area, the sunshine totals exceed those for any other inland part of

(i)

the British Isles.
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the frequency of thunderstorms, on average nearly 20 days a year inland in
south Norfolk and in Suffolk, is among the highest in Britain. This is also true of
the tornadoes and whirlwinds which occasionally develop in the severest storms.
(ii)

the warmth of the summers (near the coast often only the late summer, from
perhaps mid July to September). The mean temperature (1921-50) of the summer
period (June to August) at Cambridge was 0.5°C above the average for central
England. At Great Yarmouth the excess was just 0.2°C. The frequency of sultry
nights with temperatures above 15°C is, however, relatively low
barely three
quarters of the highest figures in south east England.

(iii)

—

the low temperatures in the winters inland, especially in the Breckland and the
Fens, are tempered near the coast by the residual warmth of the North Sea; the
winds are, however, stronger there. The mean temperature (1921-50) for the winter
three-month period (December to February) at Cambridge was just 0.1 °C below
the average for central England. The mean at Yarmouth was 0.3 °C above the inland values typical of central England. Normally, the sea temperature does not fall
below about 4 to 4.5° C, but in some years long spells of severely cold easterly winds
have produced ice on the Wash (e.g. in January-February 1963) and on the shore
and in harbours elsewhere. In mid March 1947 surface water temperatures around
the East Anglian coast were also below 1°C; in mid February 1947 the water sur1.5 °C in the middle of the North Sea half
face temperatures had been as low as
way between Lincolnshire or Norfolk and the Dutch islands, and ice floes were met
as far out as 50 km from the coast of Holland in an area where the normal lowest
values in winter are about 5°C. (Sea water freezes at about
2°C.)
(iv)

—

—

slow to warm up, so that easterly breezes
are at that time liable to bring chilly temperatures and occasionally sea fog or low,
overcast skies. But by August the water temperatures on the Suffolk coast and the
coasts of the Thames estuary (at over 17°C off shore) are normally higher than
anywhere else around Britain; the north Norfolk coast may be mostly a degree and a
half colder
about the same as in Cornwall. The water along the eastern coast of
Norfolk, like Morecambe Bay, attains an intermediate level of warmth at its summer maximum in August.

(v)

in spring

and early summer the sea

is

—

Our climate

in the past

many sorts of data from which
reconstructed (Lamb 1974, 1977, 1982).

There

are

at least

an outline of past climate can be

Until around 1960 nearly everything we knew about the history of the climate
came from botany, particularly the vegetation indicated by the
pollens found at various levels in lake-bed deposits and in peat. But there is also a
mass of information from the assemblages of microscopic faunal remains on the
ocean floor, from evidence of glacier advances and retreats, and from coastal
changes. All such evidence nowadays can be dated, within various limits of accuracy
that have to be taken note of, by the radiocarbon method and other techniques.
There are other techniques too, whereby prevailing temperatures can be derived
from various kinds of measurements on ancient tree rings. The thickness of the
yearly growth rings in trees and of the year-layers in the Greenland ice-sheet also
yields histories that with appropriate skills can be interpreted in terms of precipitation amounts and, in some cases, temperature. These items are of special value
because in favourable cases they can be related to a particular individual year. One
since the last ice age
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Summer
JA

High

Winter

DJF

Temperatures in central England over the last 12,000 years. The curves
show the course of approximately the 500 to 1000-year average temperatures, summer (July and August) and winter (December to February). Dots indicate the mean
Fig. 2.

temperatures for individual centuries in recent times.
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must not suppose that the climate on the Greenland ice followed year by year the
same sequence as in England. These studies are used for the clues they give to the
geographical pattern of climate in particular past years or epochs.

The polar ice-sheets also provide histories of the amount of volcanic material
deposited from the atmosphere, and so of the amount of explosive volcanic activity
in the world, and that influences the climate, too.
For more recent times, much detail is recorded in diaries and by people who
kept meteorological instruments and were meticulous in their use. We can
reconstruct daily weather maps as far back as the 1780s and ’90s, with reports from
about sixty places in Europe including the British Isles and Iceland. This includes
about thirty places reporting barometric pressure and a larger number with
temperature readings. There were also occasional reports from ships at sea. The
reliability of the barometric pressures can be actually tested by studying the
statistics for each observation point of the discrepancy between its pressure values
(adjusted to sea level and standard gravity) and the pressure indicated on the best
‘compromise maps’ smoothly drawn with attention to the reported values
everywhere. (In this way a gazeteer has been compiled with details on all the observation points used.)

Three Norfolk

diaries

were used

to

supply entries on daily weather maps con-

structed to analyse great North Sea storms in March 1791, December 1792 and
May 1795. This also provided an interesting test. In all, 100 days daily weather
situations over Europe in and around those months were analysed. The diarists
(Parson Woodforde at Weston Longville, Mary Hardy at Letheringsett, and a
member of the Blofield family at Hoveton House, near Wroxham) all agreed in their
observations (without telephone or other contact!), exceptions being in such
meteorologically expected cases as stronger northerly wind at the easternmost site or
more shower activity near the coast with cold winds off the North Sea.

The earliest weather diary anywhere that is available for study is not far from
our region: a diary kept by the Revd. Father William Merle, parish priest of Driby,
near the Lincolnshire coast, from 1337 to 1344 (Symons, 1891).
Other useful sources include the chronicles of the abbeys, government papers,
and the account books of great estates all over Europe, including eastern England,
from the middle ages on. The documents, however, and the useful collections of
meteorological excerpts from them that have been published (e.g. Hennig, 1904;
Easton, 1928; Britton, 1937) need to be studied with a critical eye and the calendar
dates worked out with great care. Correction to the modern (Gregorian) calendar is
required. Account must be taken of which date was counted as the beginning of a
new year (e.g. 1 January, 1, 15 or 25 March), and so on.
It is

reported that the great collection of Paston

folk in the fifteenth century, contains

no references

letters, relating directly to

to the weather,

though

this

Nor-

may

be no more than the usual result of editing for publication. The reconstruction of
past climate is again and again hindered by the assumption of many editors that
weather notes could be of no interest to anybody. It might be worth while in the
Paston case to re-examine the original documents.

Another kind of record, also related to climate, and of direct interest to farmers
and gardeners, was kept in Norfolk from 1736 to 1945. This is the justly famous
Marsham Phenological Record, compiled by Robert Marsham FRS (1708-1797) of
Stratton Strawless Hall and his descendants. The dates of flowering of the
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Fig. 4. Other pollens (not
Mere, Norfolk.

tree pollen) in the
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bottom deposit

in

Hockham

snowdrop, wood anemone, hawthorn and turnip and of the leafing of thirteen different kinds of tree, along with the first observation of the swallow, cuckoo,
nightingale, and so on, were noted each year. The leafing date averaged for the
hawthorn, birch, horse chestnut, linden (‘lime’), beech and oak trees proves to be
strongly related (correlation coefficient —0.81 over the years 1745 to 1925) to the
temperatures in central England averaged over the months February to May.

The Chinese started compiling such phenological observations between 1000
and 200 BC and used the knowledge gained to regulate their farming practices (Chu
Ko-chen, 1960), but the Norfolk record seems to be the longest one of its kind
anywhere in the West. It is well that it was thoroughly analysed by Ivan Margary
(1926) in the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, because the
record itself has become inaccessible and perhaps lost since the death of the last
male member of the Marsham family who took the observations up to 1947 (see also
Ford, 1982; Kington, 1974).
Climate reconstructed
The main course of climatic

history since the end of the last ice age, about 10,000
by the temperatures prevailing in central England in Fig. 2.
Rapid warming ended the glaciation, but there were some violent swings of the
temperature level while much ice remained in northern Europe and on the Arctic
seas. Immigration of the postglacial flora and forest trees (Godwin, 1956, 1975;
Iversen, 1973) from their refuges in some cases south of the Alps took several thouyears ago,

is

indicated

sand years, so the evidence of insect populations gives a sharper indication of the
rapid development of postglacial climate. The warmest postglacial climate was
already 5000 to 8000 years ago, and there has been some decline since. Over the last
twelve hundred years dots show how the temperatures of successive centuries have
varied. About 300 years ago the climate may have been at its coldest level since the
ice age. But, in recent years, evidence has been accumulating that each of the last
three or four (and possibly more) millennia had a cold stage in or about the middle
centuries that may have rivalled the recent ‘Little Ice Age’.

What these variations mean shows itself in effects on the height limits, northward extent and species composition of the vegetation, in advances and retreats of
the Arctic sea ice and of the glaciers in all parts of Europe, and — because of the
varying amounts of glacier ice in the world — in rises and falls of the sea level
(Lamb, 1977, 1980, 1982). The length of the growing season also varied by some
weeks, and the average number of days a year with frost and snow lying varied
greatly too.

The postglacial history of Norfolk’s vegetation is indicated in the pollen
diagram (Godwin, 1956) from Hockham Mere (Fig. 3). It seems to be a mistake to
that ‘early Man was encouraged to settle in
allege
as on a tourist map I bought
[what is now] the Thetford Forest area by the absence of forests’ as well as by the
abundance of flints. The early postglacial pollens, at the bottom of the diagram,
were dominated by birch with some pine. For the last seven thousand years there
seems to have been always oak. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows that all through the mid
postglacial there was little else but tree pollens, from at latest 9000 to less than 5000
years ago. The grasses and weeds of open, cultivated land certainly increased after
that, when man was present and had begun clearing some land for agriculture.
Notice, however, that birch and pine never completely disappeared from the record.

—

—
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And, from some time in the last millennium BC, there was a significant increase of
pine. So pines can probably be reckoned in among the native trees of Norfolk, particularly near the sandy areas. It should be worth while to study the pollens in the
bottom deposits of other Norfolk meres.
The wind circulation patterns that went with the various climatic stages, with
their different prevailing temperature levels, provide clues to the variations

of rainThis can sometimes be partly checked by marks in the landscape or in the
vegetation history. Reconstruction is possible because the general temperature patterns prevailing over the northern hemisphere indicate the course of the broad current of upper westerly winds over middle latitudes. These determine the steering of
the depressions and anticyclones that govern over surface weather. The main points
which come out of such reconstructions are:
fall.

The more northern position of the North Atlantic storm sequences
warmest postglacial times, until nearly 1000 BC. This must have meant
windy, and probably sunnier, climate in all parts of the British Isles.
(i)

(ii)

The

in the
a less

BC seems to have been
which caused the retreat of the forests from
and shifting sands on the coasts, particularly in Cornwall and S.
Holland. But, as the winds were mainly westerly, it may have

deterioration of climate during the last millennium

marked by

a great increase of windiness

our exposed coasts

Wales and also in
been a dry time here in East Anglia, while there
wetness in west Wales (Turner, 1965).

is

evidence of prolonged extreme

°c

Fig. 5.

Average temperature

Europe
successive

in central

of

(estimates

50-year
Mid-

averages) since the early

Ages. The shaded area
shows the range of apparent
dle

uncertainty

which

of the values,
derived by
study of the

were

statistical

descriptive

reports

of

seasonal weather in the individual years.

For the climate during the millennium now ending we have much more
evidence, including some documented incidents, though there is still much left to
puzzle out. The millennium included a particularly great swing from prevailing
warmth in the high middle ages to cold in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries and back again (Lamb, 1965, 1982) (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 6. Numbers of reported severe sea floods each century on the coasts
around the North Sea and Channel.

With the decline of prevailing temperatures between about AD 1250 and
1600-1700, the growing season probably shortened by about a month and the incidence of severe winters with much snow and ice increased. The main storms over
North Atlantic also came south. This is the background to the sea floods (Fig. 6)
which produced the Norfolk Broads, as well as the Zuyder Zee in Holland, and the
Germany. And there were tremendous human disasters with
Jadebusen in
great losses of land from the Danish coasts of Jutland and Schleswig. Slight changes
of prevailing sea level were doubtless also involved. The sea may have been generally higher than now by perhaps 0.5 m around AD 1300-1400, after several centuries
of warmer climate melting glaciers. But the changes cannot have been either as
great or as erratic as supposed in the well known memoir on the making of the
Broads (Lambert et al ., 1960: cf. Funnell, 1979; Lamb, 1977). The erosion of
England’s North Sea coast after AD 1200-1300, which took the great ports of
Dunwich and Ravenspur (or Ravensburgh) in the earlier mouth of the Humber, as
well as many smaller places on the Norfolk coast, can also be put down to this
southward movement towards us of the main storm belt. In the late sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the severity of the storms seems to have been even more
notable than their frequency. The sea level at that time had become rather low, as
the world’s glaciers grew. The earliest tide-gauge measurements suggest that in the
seventeenth to nineteenth centuries sea level was between 0.15 and 0.5 m lower
than now. This seems also to have led to some coastal changes through blown sand
(see e.g. Brooks, 1949; Lamb, 1982). At one stage, the harbour at Amsterdam was
blocked, and the little medieval harbour of Harlech in north-west Wales was permanently lost. On the east coast of Scotland great tracts of farmland and at least one
medieval township were permanently buried by sand.
The wind circulation peculiarities during the development of the colder climate
over recent centuries may well have affected Norfolk in other ways that demand further investigation. There is little doubt that the climatic deterioration was involved
in the desertion of many of earlier medieval villages and farms in many parts of
Europe. The desertions were particularly frequent in the known decades of severest
climatic stress. One village investigated in upland Norway, east of Trondheim, was
abandoned three times — in about the sixth century, in 1435 and in the 1690s
the

NW
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Fig. 7. A far inland district in the Netherlands, the Otterlose Zand, in the Veluwe near Apeldoorn, with
incomplete vegetation cover like the condition of the Breckland in the early part of this century before
1925. In former times there was much drifting of the sand, particularly around the seventeenth century
(Hesselkink, 1926 cited in Koster, 1978).

—

(Sandnes and Salvesen, 1978)
all coinciding with particularly cold climatic
episodes that are known to have affected much of Europe and which in some places
were notably wet as well as cold. The first of these
in the sixth century
is
believed to be also when the Saxon village at West Stow, Suffolk was abandoned to
the marsh. Many abandonments occurred in the first stages of the Late Medieval
climatic decline, between 1250 and 1340, before the arrival of the plague. More
desertions occurred in the English Midlands between 1420 and 1480 than in the
immediate aftermath of the Black Death (see Beresford, 1954). But why were the
abandoned sites particularly numerous in Norfolk? There is something to investigate here, and it may be climatic. The time seems to coincide with the main
abandonment of tillage in favour of sheep and rabbits in the Breckland. Could the
underlying cause of these changes of practice be climatic? We have the evidence of a
southward shift of the main storm belt. Could this at some stages have been so extreme as to bring about a high frequency of easterly and northerly winds, far greater
than later centuries show any examples of? In the case of one decade, the 1430s, it is
almost certain that this was so. With such patterns, conditions in parts of Norfolk
would have often been very wretched. It seems possible that there were times of
greatly increased rainfall, particularly on and near the higher ground, and greater
marshiness in the drainage basins. And windiness, involving winds from all
quarters, would have increased so that, in drier periods, storms could also produce
drifting sands inland. We know that there were times when this was the case. In

—
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1668 one great storm moved huge quantities of sand ten kilometres, or more, from
the Lakenheath area to Santon Downham, where the river was blocked and the
village partly buried. John Evelyn writing some years later (Evelyn, 1907, vol II p.
122) described the area as one of ‘travelling sands ... rolling from place to place ...
the sands in the deserts of Libya’, which had ‘quite overwhelmed some
gentlemen’s whole estates’. The destruction of the vegetation cover by sheep and
like

been blamed for these conditions developing in the Breckland;
the same period the drifting of loose sand in the Veluwe district far inland in
the central Netherlands (52 to 52°15’N 5°30’ to 5°E) (Fig. 7), which had been going on since the Neolithic farmers first disturbed the natural vegetation, became
very much aggravated (Koster, 1978). It seems that a climatic shift must have been
rabbits has usually

but

at

its exact nature needs to be established and its role better
understood. This is a case where the study of human history in our region may improve our understanding of the history of the climate and of the landscape.

part of the problem:
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Juniper carpet, Thera juniperata in Norfolk — During routine trapping
moth trap in a suburban garden in New Costessey (TG
with a small portable
187101) on the night of 27 October 1984, 1 caught a moth which I had never before

MV

,

encountered in Norfolk. On examination, it proved to be the juniper carpet
apparently* the first county record for Norfolk.

—

Despite nightly trapping, no more sightings were made during 1984. During
1985, the species was recorded nine times between 14 and 22 of October, though it
is possible that some of these records refer to the same individuals caught on more
than one night. It would appear that the species is now, at least temporarily,
established in the area. Reports during late autumn 1985, of sightings in several
other areas of Norfolk, show that the juniper carpet appears to be colonizing the
county.
I

would

like to

thank A. G. Irwin of the Castle

Museum,

for

confirming the

identification.
A.

J.

Parr, 67 Crown Road,

New

Costessey, Norwich.

In fact, the juniper carpet moth was first found in the county nearly thirty years ago. John Fenn
took a specimen at Stoke Ferry in 1958, followed by another at Methwold in 1965. Since then, the
following additional captures are known: Terrington, 1978, 1984 (W. C. Hunt); Wells, 1979, 1980 (P.
Banham
see p.384 of these Transactions)-, Scole, 1985 (M. Hall); East Tuddenham, 1985 (A. Bull);
Hockwold, 1985 (J. Fenn). The spread of this species, along with the juniper pug moth, Eupithecia
pusillata , Blair’s shoulder-knot moth, Lithophane leautieri and the juniper shield bug, Cyphostethus
tristriatus , can be attributed to the widespread planting in gardens of shrubs related to Juniperus communis, not the least of which are Chamaecyparis lawsoniana and x Cupressocyparis leylandii.

—

I thank D. Hipperson for providing the above records which were submitted to the Norfolk
Survey
A. G. Irwin, Castle Museum, Norwich.

—
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WEATHER SUMMARY
N. W. K. Brooks

79

The

Street,

Old Costessey, Norfolk

January — Quite a benign month with sunshine 40% above average. Although
snow was fairly frequent it was slight in nature. Gales were recorded on 3 days.
Rainfall

was

close to average.

February — The coldest February in Norfolk since the memorable winter of 1963.
The mean temperature of the month varied between -1.2°C inland to -0.8° C near
to the coast. Although very dry, snow fell on 17 days and lay thinly on as many as
16 days away from the coastal fringe. However, the paucity of significant snow
depth allowed soil temperatures to fall rapidly, with the ground being frozen to a
depth of 16 cms by the 27th. Winds were in an easterly quadrant throughout the
month. ‘Diamond dust’ was observed on the 20th, and the aurora borealis on the
9th. Sunshine was above normal.

March

—

March saw an end to the intense cold spell, but the ground was still
frozen to a depth of 18 cms on the 2nd, and the frequent frosts ensured that spring
growth was much retarded. Soil temperatures were the lowest since 1970. It was,
however, a very sunny month and although rainfall was rather above average there
was little snow. There was a brief but violent gale on the 24th which caused structural damage throughout the county and was accompanied by a steep fall of
temperature, (the mid-morning value of 11.6°C dropped to 1.5°C during the
afternoon).

—

The

with temperatures below average. The
of the county in spite of the final week experiencing quite reasonable temperatures. There was little significant plant growth until
about the 19th. Rain fell on 24 days, yielding a total close to average. There was less
sunshine than normal.

April

fourth

month

coldest April since 1956 over

in succession

much

May — As if to

atone for the dreary preceeding four months, May was the warmest
due to the complete absence of the familiar cold
wind of
spring. However many areas recorded rather above-average rainfall, and thunder
was unusually frequent, being heard on six days. One storm at Methwold being
accompanied by hail that fell so violently that beet was literally ‘blasted out of the
ground’. It was the first May without an air frost for many years. Sunshine amounts
were close to normal.

NE

for ten years, largely

—

In great contrast to June 1985, it was a very dry month and the sunniest
June since 1976. After nearly a fortnight of dull and cool weather, there was a sudden
transition in mid-month to glorious sunny summer weather with some very hot
days, particularly the 17th when a maximum of 29.5°C was recorded in the

June

Norwich
July

area.

— Although unsettled in nature, Norfolk by virtue of

in the ‘sheltered east’

when

the

wind

is

its

geographical position

predominantly westerly, enjoyed a quite

summer month. There were some very hot days, notably the 15th when
Morley recorded a maximum of 33.0°C, and the 16th when 30.2°C was reached
near Norwich. Rainfall and sunshine were close to normal.
pleasant
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—

August
A dreadful ‘summer’ month with all parts of the county recording aboveaverage rainfall, with some localities measuring double their normal August total.
This excess was in no small measure due to the death throes of Hurricane Charley
which deposited around 30 mms of rain over much of the county on the 25th. The
second half of the month was particularly cold and autumnal with 8 days having
maxima below 17°C. It was the dullest August since 1980 and the coolest for 30
years.

—

An extraordinary cold month, almost certainly the coldest
September over much of the county this century, (although the Septembers of 1952
and 1925 were also extremely cold). The mean temperature of the month was
around 3°C below normal — nearly sufficient for September to ‘enjoy’ October
weather! Remarkably, the very modest maximum temperature of 20°C was only
reached on three days, indeed day maxima remained below this figure from the 19th
August to the 23rd September. Due to mainly anticyclonic conditions most
localities recorded only about 60% of their normal rainfall. Frost was exceptionally
frequent with many areas away from the coastal fringe recording two air frosts and
between 7-11 ground frosts (indeed as early as the 1 1th tender plants in some areas
were blackened by frost). It was the sunniest September since 1979.
September

October — At last there was an upturn in temperature which allowed the month’s
mean to be little lower than that of September. The first half of the month experienced true ‘Indian Summer’ conditions, indeed the maximum of 22.7°C on the
5th was the warmest day since the 14th August. The drought which began on the
18th September was broken on the 9th October, and thereafter rain fell on 14 days
yielding a total rather above the October average. Unusually for October there was a
total absence of air frost and little ground frost. Sunshine was well-above average.

—

A mild and very ‘maritime’ month with winds mainly from the west
and sunshine and rainfall totals rather below average. Air frost was recorded on only
two days, and ground frosts were very slight in nature. The first sleet of winter was
observed on the 23rd, and a brief anticyclonic period at the month’s close caused
widespread and dense fog with much lower temperatures, with the maximum on
the 29th only reaching 2.7°C.

November

—

December Another mild month with mainly westerly winds with as many as 20
days recording rain giving totals above the average over the whole county. There
was a marked 37% excess of sunshine. Frequent clear nights allowed frost, albeit
mainly slight, to develop quite frequently with some localities recording 11 air
frosts and 17 ground frosts. Slight snow was observed on 4 days. On the night of the
4th-5th the temperature never fell below 11.5°C
an exceptionally ‘warm’ night
for December. Unusually, most parts of the county were completely free of fog.

—

The Year

- With a mean temperatrure of 8.8°C (exactly the same as

1985),

it

was

with only 1979 having been as cold in the past 15 years. In
spite of the mild autumn and early winter, snow was excessive, falling on 42 days
lying on 22 away from the coastal strip.
a decidedly cold year,

The

year’s minimum temperature of -11.5°C occurred unusually late in the
on the 21st February. Rainfall totals across the county were mainly rather
above average and there was one significant drought lasting 22 days, (18th
September to 9th October inclusive).

winter,

Sunshine

totals

showed

a healthy annual excess
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of nearly 144 hours.

1986 Weather

MEAN TEMPERATURE
°C

Jan.

Feb.

March

1986

Avg.

NO. OF AIR AND
GROUND FROSTS

SUNSHINE HOURS

1986

Avg.

1986

Avg.

72.6

51.2

3.1

3.5

14/20

11/19

-0.8

3.2

24/25

12/18

79.9

66.8

5.2

5.3

11/21

7/17

134.0

100.6

154.2

6.4

7.3

4/15

4/14

141.2

May

12.1

10.9

-12

1/6

207.6

193.5

June

14.6

14.0

-/I

rare

242.9

202.6

July

16.7

16.0

very rare

192.0

193.9

August

14.3

16.2

—
—

very rare

154.1

186.7

Sept.

11.1

13.9

2/7

rare/1

182.1

149.8

Oct.

10.7

10.4

-16

1/6

132.4

109.1

Nov.

7.5

6.5

2/12

5/12

64.1

67.6

Dec.

5.1

4.2

11/17

9/17

67.3

50.5

Year

8.8

9.3

68/126

49/109

1670.2

1526.5

April

DAYS WITH
SNOW/HAIL

RAINFALL

mm
Costessey

Taverham

1986

Avg.

1986

Avg.

DAYS WITH

THUNDER
1986

Avg.

Jan.

71.1

58.4

9/1

5/1

1

rare

Feb.

19.0

45.0

17/0

4/1

—

rare

March

56.7

42.7

4/2

3/1

2

rare

April

54.1

39.9

7/6

1/1

5

1

May

60.1

41.7

0/2

rare

6

2

June

30.3

43.2

very rare/rare

2

3

July

62.7

57.9

2

3

August

88.2

54.9

Sept.

30.4

53.6

—
—
—
—

— rare
— rare
/
/

—/rare

Oct.

69.5

62.5

0/2

rare

Nov.

61.1

71.1

1/0

2/1

Dec.

85.3

57.7

4/1

Year

688.5

628.6

42/14

Averages quoted above are for 45 years to 1978 for
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rainfall,

1

3

—

2

1

1

rare

3/1

—
—

18/6

20

15

rare

otherwise 17 years to 1985.
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